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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The problem of manpower scheduling exists inalmost all
industries including manufacturing,service and transporta-
tion. Each industry has itsown specific manpower scheduling
problems. These problems area function of the type of the
industry and services provided.For example, the objectives
and constraints of scheduling telephoneoperators may not be
the same asthatof hospital nurses,or airline crews.
However, some general characteristicsare common in manpower
scheduling problems. These include:
1. The operation usually exceeds thenormal 8 working
hours per day and 5 working daysa week. In some industries,
once a process is started, it must be continued untilcomplet-
ed, and the time needed to completethe process may exceed the
normal working hours. Some operationswork 24 hours around the
clock,7 days a week (e.g. telephoneoperators, nurses and
police), with more thanone shift every day.
2. Demand for services tends to fluctuateover the course
of the day, and over the day of theweek, as for example in
telephone service, fire department,ambulance and nurses in
hospitals. This means that the numberof employees needed for
each shift also varies.
3.There are some regulations that must befollowed
(e.g., labor and state laws) due to the specificnature of the2
operations and physical limitations of humans. People cannot
work continuously for more than a certain length of time;
individuals need rest, sleep, days off, recreation, etc., and
human effort cannot be inventoried.
All these characteristics,plus several other cons-
traints, such as cost, special preference of the employees,
differences in skill of the employees (which causes differenc-
es in labor costs), differences in skill needed to perform a
certain job or service, and emergency requests, make the
problemofmanpowerschedulingcomplicated,difficult,
frustrating and time consuming [Howell, 1966; Henderson and
Berry, 1976; and Smith and Wiggins, 1977].
1.1 Nurse Scheduling
1.1.1 Problem
Scheduling nurses in hospitals is a problem that has
attracted the attention of many researchers. Ballantyne [1979]
points out that personnel costs make up approximately 70
percent of the hospital expenses, and most of thoseexpenses
are attributable to the nurses. In other words, nursing cost
is the largest single cost element in the hospital [Maier-
Rothe and Wolfe, 1973; Ahuja and Sheppard,1975; Kao and
Queyranne, 1985; and Smith-Daniels, Schweikhart, and Smith-3
Daniels,1988].Warner[1976],and Warner,Holloway and
Grazier [1984] estimated that nursing personnel accounts for
about one-third of the hospital budget. Professor Karyn Holm
of University of Illinois, Chicago, estimated that this figure
is now approximately 25 percent, due to the improvement of
technology and management method [Arbeiter, 1988b], but is
still the largest single cost element in the hospital.
Smith-Daniels,Schweikhart,and Smith-Daniels[1988]
point out that health care expenditures in the United States
have rapidly increased from 5 percent of 1965 GNP to a level
of nearly 11 percent of 1986 GNP.Therefore, in order to
minimize costs while still keeping a high quality of services,
scheduling nurses is critical to the hospital.
Nursing shortage in the United States is also still an
important consideration. Many hospitals are forced to hire
foreign nurses [Arbeiter, 1988a] and marketing companies to
help them in doing nurse recruitment [Perry, 1989]. Boston and
Karzel[1987]wrote that in December 1986,the American
Organization of Nurse Executives reported the national vacancy
rate for RNs was 13.6 percent, nearly double the rate in 1985.
Perry [1989] shows that based on a survey by ECS, a Fort Lee,
New Jersey-based firm, the nurse vacancy rate in 1988 is 10.5
percent nationally. Although this rate is slightly lower than
1986 rates, ECS forecasts that the rate will increase till the
year 2000.
Besides the high percentage of nursing shortage, hospi-4
tals also face the high rates of nurse turnover. According to
Perry [1989], American Hospital Association (AHA) reported
th'at the turnover rate is 20 percent nationally, and insome
hospitals more than half of the nursing staff quits each year.
Arbeiter [1988b] points out that better pay, flexible schedul-
ing, greater control over practices, sufficient staffing,
recognition, respect, and tuition reimbursement are several
factors that affect the recruitment strategy. The author shows
some reports of successful hospitals practicing flexible
schedules for nurses, in keeping the turnover rate low.
These facts indicate that a better method of scheduling
nurses will be a significant contribution to solving the
problem. With a good schedule, nurses can work efficiently and
the turnover rate can be reduced. Better schedules can benefit
hospitals because it will reduce the operation costs. Adequate
staffing because of a good schedule can improve and guarantee
high quality service. An easy and computerized schedule can
free nursing personnel who otherwise have to spend time making
manual schedules to give more attention to the patient care
instead of doing administrative work.
Although the main objective of scheduling nurses in
hospital can besimply stated as provision of adequate
staffing to meet patient needs at all times [Frances, 1966],
this objective is very difficult to accomplish.This is
because there are other related hospital and nurse's objec-
tives linked directly or indirectly to the main objective,5
with each objective having its own constraints.
The complexity and difficulty in nurse scheduling is due
to several reasons including the possible conflict of the
hospital and nurse's objectives, the different levels of
nurses, and the different requirements of individual nurses.
Livengood [1965] asserts that adequate scheduling is not
wholly a mathematical problem, it is a human one as well.
Morale of the nursing staff often depends on equitable sharing
of working time and acceptable shift rotation policies. A
planned schedule is preferred by the nurses because they like
to be able to plan their days off ahead of time for personal
and family activities.
It is also claimed that a planned schedule will benefit
the hospital as well. The administrator, head nurse, or other
individuals responsible for work schedules can see the exact
needs for personnel in advance, and the part time nurse can
also know when their services are needed [Livengood, 1965].
1.1.2 Scheduling Practices
Livengood [1965] describes three basic steps for schedul-
ing nurses:
1. Determining actual work load for nursing personnel
for each division and each shift within the divi-
sion.
2. Developing a staff pattern to answer the work load6
requirements.
3. Establishing the work schedules.
In general, there are three basic scheduling arrangements
[Livengood, 1965]:
1. Straight shift - each nurse or team works straight
day, evening, or night shift.
2. Rotating shift - each nurse or team worksa certain
period on the day shift, then similarlyon the
other two shifts.
3. Alternating shift - each nurse or team alternates
between two shifts.
Some hospitals use a combination of these three arrangements
[Livengood, 1965].
In most hospitals, scheduling is usually doneon a ward
basis by a head nurse due to the particularspecialization of
the nurses on a ward and the fact that the numberof nurses
needed to work a particular shift will oftenvary from day to
day [Rosenbloom and Goertzen, 1987]. This task, untilnow, is
mostly performed manually [Ozkarahan,1987]. Mathematical
models, heuristic methods and some other approaches havebeen
proposed and applied to the nurse scheduling problem.Comput-
ers have been used to help the scheduler to generate schedule.
Sitompul and Randhawa [1990] point out that ingeneral there
are four categories of nurse scheduling models whichare a7
combination of scheduling arrangement (cyclic and non-cyclic),
and solution methodology (optimization and heuristic).
In spite of the fact that many models have already been
proposed to this problem, ranging from completely decentral-
ized and manual to centralized computer controlled, no one
method is widely accepted. Warner [1976] showed that from 13
cyclical scheduling systems surveyed, only one had survived
over one year. Rosenbloom and Goertzen [1987] point out that
the previous approaches have not been widely implemented due
to two primary reasons:
1. Some models need enormous amount of computer re-
sources, therefore they are impractical for use on
a ward basis.
2. Some other models are problem specific, therefore
inflexible. Any change in the system may result in
the method being scrapped.
Ozkarahan and Bailey[1988]also conclude that the
present nurse scheduling models do not suffice the need. They
argue that some models previously presented have neglected
many constraints to obtain practical solutions; others are
very inflexible and user interaction is almost impossible. The
other problem they found was that none of the previous
approaches considered integration of the time of day, and day
of week problems.8
1.2 Research Objectives
There were two objectives of this research. The first
objective was to develop a new structure of decision support
system (DSS) framework for nurse scheduling in hospitals; the
second objective was to develop and implement a new heuristic
procedureof generatingschedulesfor nurses under the
proposed DSS framework.
1.3 Methodology
The research was implemented in two steps. The first step
consisted of developing the framework for the new DSS model;
in the second step, a new heuristic procedure of generating
schedules for nurses that considers both thenurses and
hospital requirements was developed, implemented and validat-
ed.
1.4 Scope
The research assumes that the hospital will have a
specified operating policy concerning the proportion ofnurses
working in different shifts. One example of shift assignment
is a 3:2:1 policy, meaning that the number of nurses working
in the day shift is three times the number ofnurses working
in the night shift, and the number ofnurses working in the9
evening shift is twice as much as the number ofnurses working
in the night shift. It is also assumed thata shift is
assigned for a full one week period, meaning that the shift
change can occur only at the beginning of the week and remains
unchanged during the week.
This thesis limits the scope to full timenurses only.
However, some suggestions for using this model for part time
nurses are provided at the end of the thesis.
1.5 Contribution of this thesis
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. The development of a Decision Support System framework
for solving the nurse scheduling problem in hospitals
that can be applied in different hospital environments.
2. The development and implementation of a microcomputer-
based heuristic system for solving the multiple objec-
tives nurse scheduling problem. The model incorporatesa
wide range of hospital and nurses'objectives,and
represents a computationally attractive alternative to
solving this complex problem.
1.6 Potential benefits of the research
The research will result in several potential benefits:
1. The use of heuristic methods will eliminate the needto10
use more complex mathematical or other analytical models.
Nurse schedules for up to 12 week scheduling periodscan
be generated in a very short computational timeusing a
microcomputer.
2. The microcomputer implementation of the heuristicmodel
is an important consideration. This willenhance the
usefulness of the model even for small hospitalsdue to
the smaller hardware cost associated withthe personal
computer. The model also has the potential of beingused
in hospitals in developing countries whichotherwise have
to do nurse scheduling manually because theycannot
afford mainframe or minicomputers.
3. The use of this model will promote "objectivity" in
developing nurse schedules, thus eliminatingthe personal
bias of nurse administrator thatmay be introduced in
scheduling. This has often resulted in nurses'dissatis-
faction with schedules generated by the hospital'sstaff.
4. The relative ease of use of the model and theuse of
computer will free nurses from doing administrative jobs
such as filling the job pattern request which isused by
some hospital for scheduling nurses. The flexibility of
the model and the ability of the model inhandling
hospital and nurse constraints willreduce complaints
from both hospital and nurses.This will result in
reduction of nurse turn over rate, andeventually will
reduce costs and increase quality of healthcare.11
5. The DSS framework and heuristic implementationcan be
modified to be used for manpower scheduling in other
application areas.
The next chapter provides a comprehensive literature
review of nurse scheduling in hospital. Chapter 3 describes
the conceptual framework of the model. Chapter 4 describes the
pattern generation procedure and the concept of the best-first
search method used in the model. Chapter 5 discusses implemen-
tation and evaluation issues;finally Chapter 6 presents
conclusions of this research and providessome suggestions for
further research.12
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Manpower scheduling presents a considerableproblem in
most organizations. Manpower schedulingproblems also have
some distinct characteristics. First, the demand tendsto
fluctuate widely, particularly over the shortterm, and may
occur seven days a week.Second,human effort cannot be
inventoried. Whereas in manufacturing, productionrequirements
can be balanced by building inventories of materials,a nurse
cannot perform a service before the demandoccurs. The third
attribute is that customer convenience iscritical in hospi-
tals. In addition to these three generalattributes, there may
be constraints that are specifically imposedby the system or
the system environment, suchas hospital personnel policies
and nursing staff preferences for distributionof days off.
All these characteristics make themanpower scheduling problem
difficult to model and solve.
2.1 Scheduling Objectives
The objective of manpower scheduling in hospitalsis to
develop a systematic procedure for allocatingnurses to work
shiftsand work daystoensurecontinuous high quality
service. Most of the research in hospitaloperations has
focused on scheduling nurses, since the amount paidin nursing
staff salaries is the largest single component inthe hospital13
budget (Maier-Rothe and Wolfe, 1973; Ahuja and Sheppard, 1975;
and Ballantyne, 1979), and because nurse scheduling directly
affects the quality of patient care.
The nurse scheduling problem may be considereda multi-
stage problem, even though most of the reported research has
treated it as a single-stage decision problem. The stages
involved are: (1) determining a set of feasible schedules that
satisfy the system constraints fora specified time horizon,
(2) selection of the best schedule in terms of cost,coverage
and/or other criteria, (3)fine tuning the schedule to
accommodate changes in staffing levels and variations in
patient demand, and (4) making specific shift assignments.
The objectives in nurse scheduling are multiple. These
include:use minimum staffing to avoid wasted manpower,
provide adequate patient care, ensure continuity in service,
and satisfy organizational scheduling policies suchas work
patterns. The problems is further complicated by such factors
as:
- The patient demand varies 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, and difficult to forecast. Thus, for
example, the number of personnel needed on apar-
ticular shift may vary from day to day.
- Theallocationdecisionmustconsideroverall
staffing levels, and qualifications and specializa-
tion of nurses available.
- Individual patients have different nursing care re-14
quirements. These requirements, for example, depend
on the acuity of illness of the patient. A variable
mix of personnel is required to satisfy this diver-
sity of nursing-care demand.
- Organizational structure and characteristics need
to be satisfied. These include minimum required
coverage,days-off policiesand work patterns,
admissionpolicies,communicationsystems,and
information and structural design of the units.
- Abnormaldemandforserviceandunpredictable
absenteeism.
- Requests from personnel including vacation, work
stretch and work patterns.
Additionally, some of these considerationsmay be in conflict
with others, such as employee requests and theneed to balance
work load.
Different criteria have been proposed for evaluating
scheduling methodologies in hospitals. Themore important
criteria are (Warner, 1976c):
- Coverage, or the extent to which a schedule meets
the minimum coverage requirements,and provides
balanced coverage.
- Quality, or the perceived value of the schedule to
the nurses in terms of work-stretch length, days
off, weekends, equalization of rotation, etc.15
- Flexibility, or the extent to which the scheduling
system can adapt to changesin staffing level
environment.
- Cost, in terms of resources consumed in making the
scheduling decision.
2.2 Scheduling Approaches
The scheduling research in health care systemsmay be
classified based on the type of scheduling and the scheduling
procedure used. There are basically two types of scheduling-
cyclical and non-cyclical, and two types of solution tech-
niques - optimizing and heuristic. Some of the available
scheduling models have been classified according to this
schema (see Table 2.1). The names in Table 2.1 refer to the
referencesfor this thesis.Some scheduling models(for
example,Arthur and Ravindran,1981)use more than one
approach for modelling different components of the problem,
and may thus be classified into more thanone cell of Table
2.1. However, Table 2.1 is based on the primary methodology
used by the authors.
2.2.1 Cyclical Scheduling
In cyclical scheduling,each nurse work pattern is
repeated in a cycle of "n" weeks indefinitely into the future.16
The major advantage of this technique is that the schedules
are easily generated on a consistent policy basis, and a new
schedule needs to be produced only when there isa change in
staffing requirements.
Type
of
Scheduling
Scheduling Procedure
Heuristic Optimizing
Cyclical Ahuja and Sheppard (1975)
Alivizatos (1981)
Arnold and Mills (1983)
Frances (1966)
Howell (1966)
Maier-Rothe and Wolfe (1973)
Megeath (1978)
Morrish and O'Connor (1970)
Murray (1971)
Smith (1976)
Rosenbloom and Goertzen
(1987)
Non-CyclicalArthur and Ravindran (1981)
Jelinek, Zinn and Brya (1973)
Smith and Wiggins (1977)
Abernathy et al. (1973)
Miller, Pierskalla and Rath (1976)
Musa and Saxena (1984)
Ozkarahan (1987a, 1987b)
Ozkarahan and Bailey (1988)
Rothstein (1973)
Tobon Perez (1984)
Warner (1976a, 1976b, and 1976c)
Warner and Prawda (1972)
able Z1 Classification of u mg Techniques
The major disadvantage of cyclical scheduling is thateven
though it guarantees a certain minimumcoverage,it lacks
flexibility in dealing with supply and demand fluctuations,
and in meeting individual needs fornurses.17
2.2.2 Non-Cyclical Scheduling
Non-cyclical scheduling generates a new schedule for each
scheduling period with available resources and policies that
attempt to satisfy a given set of constraints. The biggest
advantage of non-cyclical scheduling is flexibility. However,
it is time-consuming, and typically produces unstableand
suboptimal schedules.
2.2.3 Optimising Solution Techniques
These techniques employastructurein which some
objective function is optimized subject toa set of con-
straints.
2.2.4 Heuristic Techniques
A heuristic procedure finds a good solution, butone that
is not guaranteed to be the best solution. These techniques
avoid the excessive cost of usingan optimizing approach. Most
of the heuristic models start off by generatingan initial
schedule to satisfy predicted workload, and then refine the
initial schedule to satisfy hospital policy constraintsand
accommodate individual work preferences.
As shown in Table 2.1, most of the heuristic models have
focused on solving the cyclical scheduling problem whereas the18
optimizing models have attempted to solve the non-cyclical
problem. A brief discussion of the models available in eachof
the four cells in Table 1 follows.
2.3 Heuristic Approach for Cyclical Scheduling
Howell (1966) outlined the steps necessary to developa
cyclical schedule and then presented examples ofhow a working
pattern can be developed based on this procedure. Howell's
method is a step-by-step procedure for accommodatingthe work
patterns and individual preferences ofnurses given a certain
service level.
Maier-Rotheand Wolfe(1973)developedacyclical
scheduling procedure that assigns different typesof nurses to
each unit based on average patientcare requirements, hospital
personnel policies, and nursing staff preferences.
Ahuja and Sheppard (1975) describeda scheduling system
that consists of four components: work patternselector that
selects work patterns to be repeated indefinitely fora group
of nurses; work schedule assembler that converts thework
patterns into work schedules for differentnurse types and
accommodates operating constraints; work schedule projector
that allows the user to project the work schedule fora unit
(or individual) over a predetermined period of time;and work
load allocator that assigns nurses to units basedon work load
index. A work load index representing the directand indirect19
care required for a unit is computed for each unit daily.
Comparing available and required staffing levels drives the
reallocation decision.
Smith (1976) demonstrated the use of an interactive algo-
rithm to help a scheduler focus on the tradeoffsnecessary to
produce an acceptable cyclicalrotationalschedule.The
algorithm starts off by determining the number of full-time
personnel equivalents required, develops an initial schedule,
and then successively refines it to accommodate precedence
violations, work stretches, split vacation days, andsome
other considerations.
Use of heuristic in cyclic scheduling has also been
reported by Megeath(1978), Morrish and O'Connor(1970),
Frances (1966), Arnold and Mills (1983) and Murray (1971). The
overall concept remains the same:an initial schedule is
developed and then refined based on hospitaland nurse
requirements.
2.4 Heuristic Approach for Non-cyclical Scheduling
Smith and Wiggins(1977)developed a computer-based
systemfornon-cyclicalschedulingtogeneratemonthly
schedules for several nurse categories. The system considers
individual preferences for shiftsand days off,includes
part-time employees, accommodates special request for daysoff
or particular shift assignments, and provides an interface for20
scheduling clerks to make final adjustments to computer-
generated schedules.Jelinek,Zinn and Brya(1973)also
described a computer-based scheduling system that predicts
workload on daily basis for each patient unit and schedules
personnel to match the forecasted demand subject to hospital
policy constraints.
2.5 Optimizing Approach for Cyclical Scheduling
Rosenbloom and Goertzen(1987)presented an integer
programming (IP) based three-stage algorithm for cyclicnurse
scheduling. In the first stage, a set of possible schedules is
generated. This set of schedules is then screened against
labor and work-pattern constraints. In stage two, the result-
ing subset of possible schedulesare formulated as an integer
program. The objective function in IP is to minimize the
maximum daily coverage constraints. In the third and final
stage of the scheduling algorithm, the solution from IP is
converted into work patterns for each individualnurse.
2.6 Optimizing Approach for Non-cyclical Scheduling
Various optimization approaches have been used fornon-
cyclicalscheduling.Theseincludeintegerprogramming
(Rothstein,1973 and Tobon Perez,1984), goal programming
(Ozkarahan, 1987a, 1987b; Ozkarahan and Bailey, 1988; Musa and21
Saxena,1984; and Arthur and Ravindran,1981),stochastic
programming (Abernathy, et al., 1973), and non-linearprogram-
ming (Warner, 1976b, 1976c; and Warner and Prawda,1972). All
these approaches except the goal programming approach attempt
to optimize an objective function subject toa set of con-
straints.
The Rothstein (1973) model was specifically formulated
for manpower allocation in the housekeeping operationsof
hospitals. The objective function for this model maximizesthe
number of weekly assignments with consecutively paireddays
off. Due to the nature of the constraints formulated inthe
model, the integer requirement on the variableswas dropped.
Then the integer program was reduced toa continuous linear
program.
Tobon Perez (1984) formulated the scheduling problemas
a zero-one IP problem. The objective function consists of two
components. The primary objective reflects the quality of
nursing care. The secondary objective reflectsthe nurses'
combined satisfaction with a particular schedule.A heuristic
approach is used to solve the resulting formulation.The
primary objective is optimized first. If this optimization
results in alternative optimal solutions, then thesecondary
objective is considered.
Abernathy, et al. (1973) formulated thenurse scheduling
problem as a stochastic programming problem. Theydeveloped a
non-iterative solution procedure for the formulationthat22
considers alternative operating procedures andsource crite-
ria, and allows for the inclusion of statistically dependent
demand. Warner (1976b and 1976c) describeda nurse-scheduling
system formulated as a multiple-choice programming problem
whose objective function quantifies preferences of individual
nursing personnel concerning length of work stretch, rotation
patterns and request for days off. The constraints provide for
minimum numbers of nurses from each skill class to be assigned
to each day and shift of a four- or six-week scheduling
pattern. Warner and Prawda (1972) developeda mixed-integer
quadraticprogrammingformulationfortheproblem,but
suggested that due to the complexity of the non-linear
formulation,a linear programming formulation with post-
optimality analysis may be substitutedasthesolution
approach. Miller, Pierskalla and Roth (1976) formulated the
nurse scheduling problem as a trade-off between staffing
coverage and individual preferences. The problem was then
solved using a cyclic coordinate descent algorithm that seeks
a near-optimal solution.
The optimizing approach that has received the most
attention recently is goal programming.The techniques
discussed so far attempt to optimizeone criterion only. In
goal programming,all the objectives are assigned target
levels for achievements and a relative priority for achieving
these goals. Goal programming attempts to findan optimal
solution that comes as close as possible to the targets inthe23
order of specified priorities.
The Arthur and Ravindran (1981) goal programming formula-
tion used thefollowing set of goals:minimum staffing
requirements, desired staffing requirements,nurse preferenc-
es, and nurse special requests. The constraints corresponding
to each goal are generated and added to the problem, andzero-
one goal programming is used to solve the resulting problem
for assigning days on and off to nurses. A heuristic procedure
is then used to assign specific shifts tonurses.
Musa and Saxena (1984) use zero-one goal programming to
schedule eleven nurses in one unit for the day shiftover a
two-week period. The goals represent the scheduling policies
of the hospital and nurse preferences for weekends.
Ozkarahan (1986 and 1987a)and Ozkarahan and Bailey
(1988) use goal programming as the key underlying mathematical
model for a proposed nurse-scheduling decision support system.
The objectives of this model are to maximize utilization of
full-timestaff,minimize understaffingand overstaffing
costs, minimize payroll costs, and minimize part-time staff
costs.
2.7 Discussion
The solution to the staffing problem requires consider-
ation of many interrelated factors, including those dealing
with organizational structure and characteristics, qualifica-24
tions of personnel, and overall staffing levels. Theproblem
is further complicated by the diversity of workingpreferenc-
es. What is needed is a system for scheduling nurses that is
able to operate from the perspective of the entire hospital;
that is,it accounts for patient needs and requirements,
hospital policies, particular circumstances ofeach nursing
unit, and preferences of individualnurses.
Most of the optimization approaches consider onlya small
subset of constraints. The authors generally impose theirown
priority structure on their models,or they use suboptimal
heuristics. The mathematical models are inflexible,they fail
to accommodate the dynamics involved in scheduling, anduser
interaction is insufficient. In addition, mathematicalmodels
that do include a large number of objectives and constraints
to represent a real-time operation require large computational
resources, which further limit their use in a dynamic deci-
sion-making environment.
Much of the heuristic work related tonurse scheduling
has been concerned with cyclic scheduling. Cyclicalschedules
are easily generated, but they are rigid in the face of
variation in demand. Several computerizednurse scheduling
systems have been developed (Murray, 1971; Ballantyne,1979;
Blau and Sear, 1983; Veranth and Cheson, 1984; andFlanders
and Lutgen,1984).These systems are generally computer
versions of scheduling heuristic, including thetraditional
approach where the head nurses works outa new schedule for25
each scheduling period in a trial-and-error fashion.
Scheduling is a component of the nurse management system
thatincludestaffing,scheduling,and budgeting,where
staffing refers to the mix (number and skill level) ofnurses
required for each unit to satisfy daily and shift demand, and
scheduling refers to nurse allocation. Even though these three
decisions deal with problems having distinct time dimensions,
they are highly interdependent. Most researchers haveconcen-
trated on the scheduling problem. Where multiple decisions
have been analyzed, they have been treated separately. Theuse
of different solution approaches for each of the three
decisions makes it easy to analyze each decision independent
of the other two components. However, such solution approaches
may lead to suboptimal results.
2.8 Use of Artificial Intelligence in Nurse Scheduling
Lukman(1986)used an artificialintelligence(AI)
methodology to investigate the nurse scheduling problem. The
AI-based computer system uses an abstraction of human schedu-
lers' knowledge and information in formulating the schedule
and monitoring its execution. The reasoningprocesses that are
used in scheduling are abstracted intoa series of decision
rules of the form:
IF condition satisfied THEN action.
An example of such a rule is:26
IF a nurse worked last weekend,
THEN she is entitled to have this weekend off.
The computer system consists of three programs. The
schedule program generates unit-schedules. The tasks included
in this component are nurses' requests, continuity of previous
schedules, minimum coverage level, and the working pattern of
nurses. The tasks are processed sequentially and all possible
schedules are generated. The merge program merges all unit-
schedules to form an overall schedule. Finally, the mainte-
nance program updates daily staffing.
The use of a decision-rule structure allows the inclusion
of qualitative considerations that are difficult to quantify
mathematically. However, Lukman's model does not use strategic
planning to predict or to determine the number of required
personnel from existing or past data. Also, the model does not
include any mechanism to identify or generatenew rules or to
modify existing rules in order to improve the schedule's
quality.
There are some additional issues that need to be ad-
dressed if the rule-based concept is to be effectively used
for nurse scheduling. First, procedures need to be developed
to resolve the conflict that may arise if the rulesare
derived from multiple experts. Second, with rules generated at
a specific hospital location, there is the question of the
validity of the system in a different setting. Developinga
rule-based system that can be used in a variety of hospital27
environments would require including scheduling knowledge from
experts at different hospitals in developing the decision
rules, and extensive validation tests.
2.9 Decision Support Systems
Most of the research reported on nurse scheduling has
tackledisolatedelementsofnurseschedulingproblem.
However, in order to be effective, nurse scheduling requires
a comprehensive methodology encompassing all of the elements
of the problem. One approach to developing a user-interactive,
integrated approach to nurse scheduling is that of decision
support system (DSS). This approach has been proposed by Nutt
(1984), Ozkarahan (1987b), Ozkarahan and Bailey (1988), Tobon
Perez (1984), and Bell, Hay and Liang (1986). A DSS focuseson
supporting decision making and shifts attention from the
operational level toward the issues of managerial problem-
solving. The nurse-scheduling problem has components thatcan
be structured, and others that require subjective assessments.
The key characteristics of DSS for nurse scheduling include:
- A tendency to aim at less well-structured problem
- An attempt to combine the use of models or analytic
techniqueswithdatabaseaccessandretrieval
functions
- A focus on features which make the DSS easy to use
in an interactive mode28
- Flexibility and adaptability to accommodate changes
in the environment and the decision making approach
of the user
Such a DSS would draw upon the benefits of the previously
proposed approaches, such as the optimizing characteristics of
mathematical programming models, the speed of certain heuris-
tic, and the representation procedures of artificial intelli-
gence. The specifics of the nurse-scheduling problem are often
undefined at the outset, whereas the use of analytic models
requires a rather rigid structure to be determined beforehand.
The rigid framework in which the algorithm resides cannot be
altered easily to match the user's changing perception of the
problem. In addition, the information requirements of analyti-
cal models often far exceed the user's patience for entering
data. This can be a problem even if the model is sufficiently
good representation of the system, whether it is analyticor
heuristic. It is envisioned that a decision support system
would (1) include both nurses' and hospitals' objectives, (2)
contain a "model base" for solving specific problems,(3)
modify theresultsfrom thesesolutionsto accommodate
changing requirements of individual and environment,(4)
integrate the subcomponents into a system decision-making
tool, and (5) provide some measure of utility of the solution
generated. Such a system would immensely enhance the decision-
making effectiveness and, ultimately, the quality of hospital
operation.29
2.10 Conclusions
The objective of nurse schedulingis to develop a
systematic procedure for allocating nurses to work-shifts and
work-days to ensure high-quality service. Several approaches
have been proposed to accomplish this objective, including
mathematical programming, heuristic, and artificial intelli-
gence concepts. The use of these approaches has been effective
in modelling specific components of thenurse scheduling
problem. However, the resulting models haveseen limited use
because of the complexity and information intensive nature of
nurse scheduling. It may be possible to utilize the concepts
of decision support systems to combine analytic and heuristic
approaches with information-based techniques in order to
develop more adaptable and flexible nurse scheduling systems.
One way to reduce the size of the integer problem in the
nurse scheduling model is to first generate some possible pat-
terns and then screen the patterns againstsome common con-
straints. With this method, several infeasible patternscan be
thrown away so that the size of mathematical formulation
becomes smaller. This method has been proposed and used by
Rosenbloom and Goertzen [1987].
Rosenbloom and Goertzen [1987] in their algorithm first
generate a possible pattern based on a heuristic rule. This
pattern is then screened in two phases. In the first phase,
which they call as static elimination procedure, the pattern30
is screened against some constraints suchas the maximum
consecutive days off. The second phase, which iscalled the
dynamic elimination procedure, the screeningprocess continues
to check the possibility that a patterncan be combined with
another pattern without violation of any constraint.31
CHAPTER 3
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND OVERALL SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
This research has two objectives.The first objective is
to develop a conceptual framework fora microcomputer-based d-
ecision support system (DSS) thatcan be used by management of
hospitals for schedulingnurses. The DSS will be interactive,
easy to use and user friendly, so that itcan be effectively
used by a non-programmeruser. For the purpose of building the
DSS framework, some methods that havebeen proposed earlier to
handle individual aspects of thescheduling problem, will be
modified and integrated.
The second objective of thisstudy is to implement the
schedule generation component ofproposed DSS. An heuristic
approach is used for the schedulegeneration and schedule
assignment.
3.1 The Conceptual Model
The conceptual framework ofthe proposed DSS model is
shown in Figure 3.1. The model consistsof several important
components as described below:
1. Pattern Generator. Thisprogram generates work
andshiftspatternsneededfor developing the
schedules. Work pattern isa combination of '0' and
'1' showing the nurses' dailywork routine. The32
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Figure 3.1 Nurse Scheduling DSS
digit '0' represents day-off, while digit '1'means day-
on. For example, a one-week work pattern can be repre-
sented as '1111100' which means that thenurse works from
Monday to Friday (the first five days) and has Saturday
and Sunday off(the sixth and seventh day).Shift33
pattern, is a combination of the shift for each week.
Here, letters 'D','E' and 'N' are used to represents
day, evening and night shifts, respectively. For example,
for a 4-week schedule, the pattern DDEN means that the
nurse works in day shift in the first and second weeks,
evening shift in the third week, and night shift in the
fourth week.
2. Schedule Generator and Analyzer. This program combines
the shift and work patterns to form the schedule. This
program will also handle the modification and extension
of patterns. Once patterns have been generated, theycan
be modified, extended, and revised. For example, 4-week
patterns can be extended to 8-week or 12-week planning
horizon.
3. Schedule Processor. This program assigns sched-
ules to the nurses.
4. Pattern Base. Pattern base is the database where
the work and shift patterns are stored.
5. Schedule Base. This is the database which con-
tains ready-to-use schedules.
6.Nurse Database.This database containsthe
necessary information pertaining to the nurses. The
process of assigning schedule to nurses involves
matching the schedule with the nurse database.
7. User Interface. This is a front-end program to
aid the user in using the system.34
The system devel:Ted in this research focuses on pattern and
schedule generator, and associated data bases. The specific
assignment of nurses to schedules (Schedule Processor) is not
addressed here since this phase is hospital-specific.
3.2 Schedule Generation Process
The schedule generation process is shown in Figure 3.2
and is as follows:
1.Generate sets of work patterns in terms of n-tuple
binary (n can be 7, 14, 21, 28 and soon, depending
on the schedule period), so that different schedule
lengths can be covered.
For example, a pattern of four-week period of
schedule can be represented as:
MUWTFSSMUWTFSSMTWTFSSMTWTFSS
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 11 0 0
where 1 represents working day while 0 represents
day off.
2.Generate shift patterns in term of D-E-N combina-
tion, where D stands for day shift, E for evening
shifts and N for night shift. Example of four-week
shifts pattern is:
DDNE35
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Figure 3-2 Schedule Generation Process36
that is, the nurse works in the day shift for the
first two weeks, night shift in the third week, and
evening shift on the fourth week.
3.The work pattern and shift pattern are thencom-
bined to form a complete scheduling patternas
follows:
Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 D:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Week : 2 D:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Week : 3 N:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Week : 4 E:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
4. Modificationandextension.Ifnecessary,the
patterns or the schedules can be modifiedor ex-
tended so that the length of schedulecan be ex-
tended and the variation and number of schedules
can be increased.
5. Generate scheduling reports and evaluate the sched-
uleagainst the staffingrequirements.Ifthe
deviation between the generated schedule and staff-
ing requirements is beyond acceptable limits, then
an alternative schedule can be evaluated. If all
schedules in the schedule base have higher than
acceptable deviations, then the system can back-37
track to the pattern base, and generate a new set
of patterns.
6. Schedule assignment. If an acceptable schedule is
identified, then it is combined with nurse data
(from the nurse database)to assign a specific
working schedule to each nurse.
3.3 Screening Process.
During the process of pattern generation (work and shift
patterns) all patterns are screened against a set of common
constraintstoobtainfeasibleschedulingpatterns.To
illustrate, consider a two-week planning period. The number of
different patterns that can be formed for a two-week period
are 16384 (214). However, because of constraints, this number
can be significantly reduced.For example, considera
specific nurse that is scheduled to work 5 days a week and
Friday and Saturday before the two-week period begins, has the
"middle"weekend off and then must work the "end" weekend.
Then there are 25 possible patterns that can be assigned to
the nurse (Figure 3.3). This set of patterns can be further
reduced if other constraints were to be considered.The
screening method that is used in this research is a heuristic
search technique called the best-first heuristic mechanism
(Rich and Knight, 1991). The performance measure used by this38
heuristic is the penalty cost, that is, the cost associated
with the violation of the constraint. In other
Pattern
Number
Previous
Week
F SSMUWTFSSMUWTFSS
Next
Week
1. 1 1 10111100011111 1
2. 1 1 11011100011111 1
3. 1 1 11101100011111 1
4. 1 1 11110100011111 1
5. 1 1 11111000011111 1
6. 1 1 10111100101111 1
7. 1 1 11011100101111 1
8. 1 1 11101100101111 1
9. 1 1 11110100101111 1
10. 1 1 11111000101111 1
11. 1 1 10111100110111 1
12. 1 1 11011100110111 1
13. 1 1 11101100110111 1
14. 1 1 11110100110111 1
15. 1 1 11111000110111 1
16. 1 1 10111100111011 1
17. 1 1 11011100111011 1
18. 1 1 11101100111011 1
19. 1 1 11110100111011 1
20. 1 1 11111000111011 1
21. 1 1 10111100111101 1
22. 1 1 11011100111101 1
23. 1 1 11101100111101 1
24. 1 1 11110100111101 1
25. 1 1 11111000111101 1
Figure 3.3 Example of a set of two-week schedule patterns
words, the penalty cost measures the degree of dissatisfaction
with the schedule. Examples of constraints include avoidance
of [Warner, Holloway and Grazier, 1984]:
- a single day on39
- a single day off
- a stretch of 6 working days
- a stretch of 7 working days
- a stretch of 8 working days
- a stretch of 6 days that includes a 3-day weekend
- a stretch of 7 days that includes a 3-day weekend
- a stretch of 8 days that includes a 3-day weekend
Eachof these constraints(undesirablesituations)have
different penalty costs associated with them. The result from
this screening process is stored in a "pattern base" that con-
tains several set of feasible patterns. Feasible patterns are
patterns that have total penalty cost less than or equal to
maximum penalty cost which is set by the hospital.
3.4 Matching Process.
To form the schedules, work patterns must be matched with
the shift patterns. There are two different matching process-
es:
1. Matching to generate schedules. In this process,
work patterns are combined or matched with the
shift patterns. Combining these two patterns can be
done randomly or using any other method. Pattern
base allows the user to develop a large base of40
patterns. To illustrate, consider four-week work
and shift patterns.If the number of patterns
generatedduringthegenerationandscreening
process is, say, 1000 each, then random ordering of
these patterns results in a very large set of
scheduling patterns. The first set of 1000 randomly
ordered work pattern can be combined with the first
set of 1000 randomly ordered shift patterns to form
1000 schedule patterns. Then, either work patterns
or shift patterns can be randomly reordered to get
a new set of 1000 schedule patterns. This process
can be repeated multiple times depending on the
number ofscheduling patterns desiredandthe
acceptability requirements for the patterns.
The schedule patterns can be extended to obtain
patterns for longer planning periods. For example,
using the four-week patterns, eight-week or twelve-
week patterns can be easily generated by simply
combining the four-week pattern with itself or any
reordered set. This ability makes the system more
flexible and powerful.
The schedules generated by this method are
saved in the Schedule Base.
2. Nurse assignment, or the process of assigning the
schedules to the nurses. The process of schedule41
assignment is carried out by matchingthe schedules
from the schedule base with thenurse database.
Here again, the schedule base providesflexibility
and extendibility due to the largenumber of sched-
ules that can be mixed and matched.The pattern and
schedule bases represent data basesthat are de-
signed to provide the scheduler witha large set of
alternatives, thus eliminating theneed to generate
schedules every time anew schedule is needed.
Also, these two supporting databasescan reduce the
screening processresultinginareductionof
computer time and memory requirements.In other
words, if the model does not give feasiblesolu-
tion, the scheduler does not needto start from the
beginning; they just need to pickanother set of
patterns from the pattern base.42
CHAPTER 4
PATTERN GENERATOR AND PATTERN BASE
The pattern generator produces work and shiftpatterns
that cover all possible schedules withdifferent shifts. It is
assumed that the hospital will havea specific operating
policy concerning the proportion ofnurses working in differ-
ent shifts. One example is a 3:2:1 policy,meaning that the
number of nurses work in the day shift isthree times the
number of nurses working in the night shift,and the number of
nurses work in the evening shift is twiceas much as the
number of nurses work in the night shift.Other examples of
nurses' working policies include 4:1:1,4:2:1 and 1:1:1. The
ratio of number of nurses working in thethree shifts and the
length of schedule period are management specifiedparameters.
Examples of the length of the scheduleare 4-week, 8-week or
12-week;thislength representsthetimefor which the
schedule is to be generated.
This chapter first describes thegeneral algorithm for
pattern generation; each major componentsof this algorithm
are then explained in detail.
4.1 General Procedure
The general steps in the pattern generationare shown in
the flowchart of Figure 4-1.43
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Figure 4-1 General Algorithm for Pattern
Generation
The process of pattern generation begins with generating
the work patterns. A work pattern isa daily pattern that must
be followed by a nurse. The pattern showswhether a nurse will
work on a particular day or not.
An example of the work pattern schedule ofa nurse for a
4-week period is shown in Figure 4-2, where1 represents the44
day when the nurse works and 0 represents the day off.
SMUWTFSSMUWTFSSMUWTFSSMUWTFS
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
Figure 4-2. An example of a 4-week work pattern
The number of possible work patterns thatcan be generat-
ed is very large. For example, fora 12-week period there will
be 284 different patterns. However,some of these patterns are
not feasible. The number of work patternscan be significantly
reduced if they are screened against constraints before
combining them with the shift-patterns. The constraintsthat
will be considered in the screeningprocess include:
1. Minimize working on 6 consecutive days.
2. Minimize working on 7 consecutive days.
3. Avoid working on 8 consecutive days.
4. Minimize single days off and on.
5. A maximum of 4 days off.
6. Minimize working on weekend.
7. Minimize split weekends.
Following the work pattern generation is theprocess of
generating possible shift-patterns fora specified hospital
policy. A shift-pattern is a pattern showing the shift thata
nurse must work in a particular week during a certain period45
(the schedule period). For n-week period with k shifts, the
number of possible shift-pattern can be calculated as
n n!
N =kn2... nk
_
nk
i=1
For example, for 12-week period with three shifts a day and a
3:2:1 ratio of working policy, the number of possible combina-
tions will be as many as
N
6!421'2!-13860
This is also a very large number. Therefore, givena specific
hospital policy, the first task is to generate possible shift
patterns for that policy followed by randomly selectingsome
of these shift patterns and combining them with work patterns.
In this model, the length of schedule period can be specified
as either 4-week, 8-week or 12-week period.
Like work patterns, shift patterns need to be screened
against policy constraints. These include:
1. Pattern with4consecutive night-shift must be
eliminated.46
2. Pattern with 4 consecutive evening shift must be
eliminated.
3. For a 4-week period,pattern with three night-
shifts mustbe eliminated.
4. For a 4-week period, pattern with three evening
shifts must be eliminated.
Example of shift patterns, assuming a scheduling period of 4
weeks and ratio of nurses working in day, evening and night
shift to be 2:1:1, are shown in Figure 4-3.
Shift Patterns
DDNE
DDEN
DNEN
DDEE
DEDN
EDND
DDDE
DDDN
DDED
DDND
DDED,
NDDD
Figure 4-3 Example of Shift Patterns
The combination of the work patterns and the shift
patterns is therefore a complete schedule for the hospitals.
An example of a complete schedule for one nurse for 4-week
period and shift policy of 2:1:1 is shown in Figure 4-4. In
this schedule, the nurse works two weeks in the day shift, one47
week in the evening shift andone week in the night shift.
Schedule No. : 1
Day : MTWTFSS
Week: 1 D:1 111100
Week : 2 D:1 111100
Week: 3 N:0 111110
Week : 4 E:1 111100
Figure 4-4. An example ofa complete schedule of 4-week period
with 2:1:1 shift policy for onenurse
4.2 Work Pattern Generation
The first step in pattern generation isthe generation of
work patterns. This pattern isan array with (7 x n) elements
or slots. Each element is symbolized bya 'zero' or a Zone,
representing day-off and day-on. For4-week period there will
be an array of 28(7 x 4)slots which will be filled with
either zero or one, while for 12-week periodthe number of
slots will be 84 (7 x 12). Fora specified planning period, m
working patterns are required, wherem is the number of nurses
who will be working during this schedulingperiod.
The procedure for generating work patterns isshown in
Figure 4-5. The process starts offby first generating a set
of one-week work patterns. The one-week workpatterns are then
combined with themselves to generatetwo-week patterns. These
two-week patterns are combined with the previousone-week48
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Figure 4-5 General Algorithm of
Work Pattern Generation49
patterns to create three-week patterns, and so forth. This
method, without any screening procedure will createa very
large number of patterns.The longer the length of the
schedule, the larger the number of possible patterns thatcan
be generated. Even if the system starts withseven one-week
patterns, for 4-week period there will be 74= 2401 different
possible patterns and for 12 week there will bemore than one
billion possible patterns.
Therefore, to make the method more efficient, the pattern
generation process is combined with the pattern screeningpro-
cess using the best-first heuristic technique. Only patterns
that pass the screening process are stored in the database to
be combined with the shift patterns.
In the best-first search algorithm applicationused in
this research, after a set of one-week work patterns have been
generated, a penalty cost is calculated forevery pattern in
the set. Penalty cost is a cost associated with the violation
of constraints. The more the constraints violated, the higher
the penalty cost.The penalty costs associated with con-
straintsaredifferentfrom eachother,reflecting the
relative importance of constraints to hospital administration
and/or nurses.
After calculating the penalty cost, the program sorts the
patterns in ascending order of penalty cost; thus the pattern
at the top of the queue is the minimum cost pattern. This
pattern then forms the basis for generating two-week patterns.50
The method consists of combining the minimum cost pattern with
the previous set of one-week patterns resulting in a set of
two week patterns. After the two-week patterns have been
generated, the penalty costs associated with these patterns
are calculated. The two-week patterns are again sorted based
on the least penalty cost.
The process continues until patterns with the desired
length of period have been generated. At this stage, a subset
of patterns whose penalty costs are less than or equal to the
maximum penalty cost is selectedas a feasible set.The
maximum penalty cost is set by the administrator asa function
of objectives and constraints. The number of patterns in the
feasible set have to exceed the number of nurses (since one
work pattern is required for each nurse or nurse group). If
the number of feasible patterns is less than the number needed
by the hospital, the process backtracks to the previous step
to pick the pattern with the second minimum penalty cost. The
process of generating additional patterns is the same, that
is, by combining that pattern with the previous set of the
one-week patterns.Ifeven after this stage not enough
feasible patterns have been generated, the process continues
by backtracking to the previous stage to pick the third
minimum penalty cost pattern. This iterative process continues
untilallavailable patternsinthe previousstage are
exhausted. If still more patterns are required the process
then backtracks one more level. This process continues until51
enough pattern have been generated or no more feasible
patterns can be generated. Figure 4-6 shows the flowchart for
the best first algorithm for a four-week period.
4.2.1 Evaluation Function
The evaluation function in the best-first search proce-
dure is used to direct the search process. Here, the evalua-
tion function is the penalty cost which depends on the adverse
effect of a constraints on nurse's or hospital's objectives.
Before the process of pattern generating begins, all con-
straints from hospital and nurses must be listed and associat-
ed penalty costs specified. It is not possible to provide an
exhaustive set of these constraints. As mentioned before,
every environment has its own policies and objectives. A
representative set of constraints are outlined below; the
design of the DSS is such that the system can be modified to
fit a specific environment.
To minimize cost, the hospital objective is to minimize
the number of nurses working in a particular shift on a
particular day. However, it is also important to the hospital
to have adequate number of nurses working in every shift to
cover the patient's needs. The constraints usually imposed by
the hospital are:
1. Minimum number of nurses work in every shift.52
Figure 4-6 Best-First Search Algorithm for Pattern Generation (4-week period)53
2. Minimum number ofnurses work during weekend.
3. The number of nurses work inevery shift must meet
thestaffrequirements(assumed tobe already
determined).
4. Every nurse must work 5days a week, or 40 hoursa
week during the day shift.
5. The maximum number of consecutivework days to be
six.
6. The maximum number of consecutivedays off to be
four, including weekends.
7. Every nurse to work in eveningshifts at least 1/3
of the time and in nightshifts at least 1/6 of the
time (dependingon the policy of the hospital and
the prediction of the ratioof number of nurses
required to workevery shift. Usually the number of
nurses needed for evening and nightshift is lower
than the day shift, andthe Saturday and Sunday
requirements are 20 to 30percent lower than week-
day requirement (Ozkarahan,1987]).
8. All absenteeism causedby sickness and any other
reason must be covered, but the numberof floating
nurse must be minimized.
Nurses also have some requirements,preferences and
limitations. Some constraintsare imposed by the federal and
state laws and labororganizations; others are imposed by
physical limitations.Typical constraints fornurses are:54
1. Every nurse must have a chance to have weekend off
(in some cases every other weekend off or 3 week-
ends off every month).
2. Every nurse must have at least two consecutive days
off before shift change in order to let the nurses
to adjust to the new schedule.
3. The maximum number of days that a nurse can work
consecutively be 6 days.
4. Single day on or off must be minimized.
5. Every nurse must be allowed to have some preferred
days off (birthday, anniversary, etc.).
6. Every nurse must be allowed not to work during
holidays(christmas,thanksgiving,etc.),if so
desired.
7. The number of weekend working days for every nurse
be the same.
8. Every nurse have the same number of evening and
night shifts.
Each of the constraint is assigned a penalty cost,
representing the loss to the hospital or thenurses if that
constraint is violated. An example set of penalty costs is
shown in Table 4-1.55
CONSTRAINTS Penalty Cost
1.Minimize # of 4 zero in sequence 10
2.Minimize # of 3 zero in sequence 5
3.Minimize # of 6 one in sequence 10
4.Minimize # of 7 one in sequence 30
5.Minimize # of 8+ one in sequence 40
6.Minimize # of on/off pattern 10
7.Minimize # of non-weekend off :
a. Fri-Sat combination 5
b. Sun-Mon combination 5
c. Mon-Tue, Tue-Wed, Wed-Thu,
Thu-Fri
10
8.Minimize single zero 10
9.Minimize single zero 10
10.Minimize working on weekend 10
Table 4-1. Example of Penalty Cost
4.3 Shift Pattern Generation
In generating shift patterns, it is assumed here that
nurses work the same shift each week; shift change only occurs
at the beginning of the week and remains thesame throughout
that week. The number of shifts in each shift pattern equals
the schedule length.
The generation of shift patterns starts off by generating
D, E and N patterns based on shift policy chosen by theuser.
For example, for 1000 schedules, and 4-week period, 4000 shift
patterns will be created. If the shift ratio is 4:3:1, for56
example, then 2000 D's will be generated together with 1500
E's and 500 N's. A shift pattern base is created tosave these
patterns. Then, these patterns will be reordered randomly, and
the new order set will be saved into a different pattern base.
Following this step, 4-week shift patterns are generated by
random selection of four shift patterns to forma 4-week shift
pattern. Then, screening process is carried out to eliminate
infeasible patterns. The schedule base is generated by picking
patterns from this set repeatedly until the number of patterns
in the schedule base is thesame as the number of required
work patterns.
4.4 Combining Work and Shift Patterns
To form a complete schedule,the work patterns are
combined with shift patterns. The combinationprocess is
essentially a matching process. The process, shown in Figure
4-7, consists of:
1. Pick one work pattern from pattern base.
2. Pick one shift pattern from pattern base.
3. Assign the first character (D,E or N)of the shift
pattern to the first seven digits of the work pattern;
this represents the work assignment for the first week.
Thesecond character of theshift patternisthen
assigned to the second seven digit set in the work
pattern for second week assignment. The process continues57
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Figure 4-7 Flowchart of Matching Work and
Shift Patterns58
until a seven week set from the work pattern is assigned
to each character (shift) of the shift pattern. This
completes the work schedule for one nurse.
4. The assignment process is repeated until at least
one work schedule is generated(by combining a
unique work pattern and a unique shift pattern) for
each nurse.
To illustrate this process, consider generating schedules
for a four-week scheduling period. Table 4.2 showsseven work
patterns and associated penalty costs computed based on the
values given in Table 4-1.These seven work patterns are
1111100111110011111001111100PCost= 0
1111100111110011111001111001PCost= 5
1111100111110011111000111110PCost= 10
1111100111110011111001110011PCost= 10
1111100111110011111001100111PCost= 10
1111100111110011111001110110PCost= 15
1111100111110011111001101110PCost= 15
Table 4-2 Example of Some Work Patterns with Penalty Cost
combined with seven shift patterns. Table 4.3 showssome
randomly generated shift patterns from where the first seven
patterns have been selected to be combined with work patterns
(Table 4.4). The procedure for accomplishing this is shown in
Figure 4-8, and work schedules resulting from this combination
are shown in Figure 4.9.59
Shift Patterns
DDNE
DDEN
DNEN
DEND
DDEE
DEDN
EDND
DDDE
DDDN
DDED
DDND
DDED
NDDD
Table 4-3 Example of Shift Patterns
Shift Pattern Work Pattern
DDNE 1111100111110011111001111100
DDEN 1111100111110011111001111001
DNEN 1111100111110011111000111110
DEND 1111100111110011111001110011
DDEE 1111100111110011111001100111
DEDN 1111100111110011111001110110
EDND 1111100111110011111001101110
Table 4-. Combination of Shift and Work Patterns60
PatternNo: 1 :1111100111110011111001111100
Shift :D D N E
PatternNo: 2 :1111100111110011111001111001
Shift :D D E N
PatternNo: 3:1111100111110011111000111110
Shift :D N E N
PatternNo: 4 :1111100111110011111001110011
Shift :D E N D
PatternNo: 5 :1111100111110011111001100111
Shift :D D E E
PatternNo: 6 :1111100111110011111001110110
Shift :D E D N
PatternNo: 7 :1111100111110011111001101110
Shift :E D N D
Figure 4-8 Matching Shift and Work Patterns
Schedule No. : 1 Schedule No.: 5
Day : MTWTFSS Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 0: 11111 0 0 Week : 1 D: 11111 0 0
Week : 2 0: 11111 0 0 Week : 2D: 11111 0 0
Week: 3 N:0 11111 0 Week : 3 E: 1110 0 11
Week : 4 E: 11111 0 0 Week : 4 E: 111 0 11 0
Schedule No.: 2 Schedule No.: 6
Day : MTWTFSS Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 D: 11111 0 0 Week : 1 D: 11111 0 0
Week : 2 D: 11111 0 0 Week : 2 E: 11111 0 0
Week : 3 E: 1111 0 0 1 Week : 3D: 1111 0 0 1
Week : 4 N:1 0 0 1111 Week : 4 N:1 0 111 0 1
== === ==
Schedule No.: 3 Schedule No.: 7
Day : MTWTFSS Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 D: 11111 0 0 Week : 1 E: 11111 0 0
Week : 2 N: 11111 0 0 Week : 2 0: 11111 0 0
Week : 3 E: 11 0 0 111 Week : 3 N: 11 0 0 111
Week : 4 N: 111 0 11 0 Week : 4 D:1 0 0 1111
==
Schedule No.: 4
Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 D: 11111 0 0
Week : 2 E: 11111 0 0
Week : 3 N: 111 0 0 11
Week : 4 D:0 11111 0
=== ==-=.-=_== =
Figure 4-9 Example of Nurse Schedules61
4.5 Generating Reports
Once a feasible set of work patterns have been identi-
fied,the system can be used to print the work schedule
identified. This report could be used by the administrator to
evaluate whether the schedule generated meets the staff
requirement of the hospital or not. If the requirements are
not satisfied, the administrator can try another schedule by
simply picking another set of work and shift patterns from the
pattern base and forming the new schedule. This process can be
repeated until a desirable set of work schedules is obtained.
The reports generated by the system consist of individual work
schedules (Figure 4.9) and staff summary report (Figure 4.10)
which shows the number of nurses that will be working in each
shift on each day of the scheduling period and the deviations
from the ideal shift assignment. The actual ratio in Figure
4.10 is based on the generated schedules; the ideal ratio is
computed based on the specified shift policy.62
STAFF LIST REPORT:
Day : Day-Shift Evening-Shift Night-Shift
Monday 1 351 256 235
Tuesday 2 406 298 276
Wednesday 3 399 295 264
Thursday 4 378 279 248
Friday 5 300 218 208
Saturday 6 104 76 78
Sunday 7 142 98 91
Monday 8 350 237 215
Tuesday 9 418 274 238
Wednesday 10 379 244 206
Thursday 11 332 227 194
Friday 12 288 220 168
Saturday 13 219 164 126
Sunday 14 229 144 128
Monday 15 328 225 209
Tuesday 16 362 258 232
Wednesday 17 340 234 219
Thursday 18 329 229 192
Friday 19 295 223 191
Saturday 20 257 184 164
Sunday 21 234 152 143
Monday 22 311 194 168
Tuesday 23 330 232 186
Wednesday 24 314 245 186
Thursday 25 337 227 194
Friday 26 328 234 209
Saturday 27 295 238 191
Sunday 28 250 180 151
Total 8605 6085 5310
Average 307.321 217.321 189.643
Ratio Actual 0.430 0.304 0.265
Ratio Ideal 0.445 0.333 0.222
=====---- ===== ==== =
Figure 4-10 Staff Requirement Report63
CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION AND SYSTEM EVALUATION
5.1 Implementation
The nurse scheduling system was developed in Pascal using
Borland's Turbo Pascal Professional Version 6.0compiler
[Borland International, 1990]. The system was implementedon
an Intel 80386-based IBM Compatible Personal Computer and an
Intel 80286-based IBM PS/2 System 50-Z (microchannel). Pascal
was selected as the language for the program because it is a
modular and very structured language; it is easy to modify,
extend and expand the program.
The program basically consists of three main parts, the
user interface,the pattern generator,and theschedule
generator and analyzer.The main program models the user
interface. The procedures and units represent the pattern
generation (work and shift patterns)including the search
algorithm, and the schedule generator. The results of the
program are stored in pattern and schedule bases. The program
use and input screens along with extension and modification
guide are described in Appendix A. The complete computer code
for the program is provided in Appendix B, C, D and E.
5.1.1 User Interface
The user interface section interacts with the user to64
obtain specification of the following parameter (Figure5.1):
1. Length of the scheduling period (4-week, 8-weekor 12-
week).
2. Penalty cost values for constraints. Some default values
are built in the program based on some references and
discussion with nurse manager at Good Samaritan hospital
in Corvallis, Oregon. These valuesare displayed along
with each constraint. The user has the choice of specify-
ing new values or running theprogram with the default
values provided.
3. Number of patterns to be generated. For flexibility, it
is suggested that this number be greater than that of
nurses.
4. Maximum Penalty cost. The maximum penalty cost is the
total penalty cost that can be tolerated. This value must
be decided by the administrator. The guide for selection
is simple: select the worst constraintor scenario that
still can be tolerated and set the total penalty cost of
that constraint or scenario as the maximum penalty cost.
5. Shift Policy Ratio. There are nine shift policy ratios
built in the program. These policies are the mostcommon
policies selected from references and discussion with the
nurse manager at Good Samaritan hospital in Corvallis,
Oregon. However, the program also allows the user to
specify different policies, if desired.65
Figure 5.1 Flowchart for user inter-
face66
6. Number of schedules to be selected from the schedule
base.After the work and shift patterns have been
generated,the user may select any number of these
schedules,the maximum being the number of patterns
generated. If this set of schedules does not satisfy the
user need, then he can select a different set without
having to generate another set of patterns. Generating
another set is also allowed,if the current set of
patterns does not satisfy the user.
The interface section also allows the user to display the
schedules and staff list report on the monitor before saving
or printing the schedules. This allows the user to evaluate
the schedules before using them.
5.1.2 Pattern Generation
The pattern generator creates work and shift patterns and
screens them against constraints. The algorithm of generating
and screening process has been described in the previous
chapter. However, certain implementation consideration will be
discussed here.
The problems encountered in the implementation of pure
best-first search algorithm are associated with the limita-
tions of the microcomputer. In the best-first search algo-
rithm,as the length of scheduling period increases, the67
number of patterns to be generated also increases. This means
that the screening process will require more computer memory
and time. For example, starting with 21 one-week patterns, a
12 week scheduling period requires 2112 patterns at the lowest
level of the search tree. Bringing these patterns to computer
memory is a big problem, because even if the variable is
defined as a "character" variable, it will take at least 1
byte for every pattern, and this means that the entire set of
patterns will require at least 21u bytes(or more than 7
million gigabytes of memory). A computer with DOS operating
system can only have 640 kb conventional memory and even with
DOSextender program,the highest capacity ofpersonal
computer today is 32 megabyte.
If swapping data from memory to disk is considered, the
problem is the tracking of data. The penalty cost calculation
and the sorting process needs all data to be accessed. Hence
it is not possible to implement a swapping procedure for this
size of data because the processing time will be too long.
The second problem encountered in the search method was
the problem of schedule variation. The term schedule variation
means that schedules should have variations among each other
for every week segment otherwise nurses will end up with
similar schedules. This problem occurs because of the nature
of the search method. The search method starts with the best
first week pattern, then continues to the best first and
second week combination, and so on for the scheduling period.68
The process of backtracking starts off from the last week
backwards. Thus, if the number of patterns neededare ful-
filled by backtracking to the second week,for example, then
all schedules will have the same pattern for the first week.
This problem must be avoided to provide variability in
schedules. In this research, increased variability is intro-
duced through:
1. Limiting the length of schedule period in the best-first
search. This also reduces computer processing time. In
addition, given a specific scheduling period, greater the
number of patterns generated, higher the variability.
2. Using a random schedule selectionprocess so that the
schedule variation will be higher.
After several trials, it was found that the length of
four-week schedule period is the best choice for starting
point of the algorithm implementation.For example,1000
patterns generated with a maximum penalty cost of 40 have all
four week variations. Therefore, the base length of schedule
period is chosen to be four weeks. For longer scheduling
periods, schedules are formed by randomly combining thefour-
week patterns.
There are two constraints that are generally considered
important in most hospitals. Theseare the requirement that
every nurse must work five days a week and that the maximum
number of consecutive days off for a nurse be four. These69
constraints can be used to start off the pattern generation
process. Thus the first week patterns will consist of five l's
and two 0's. This results in 21 different one-week patterns
each with five l's and two 0's meaning that every nurse will
work five days a week. This also will guarantee that the
maximum consecutive days-off that a nursecan have will be
four days. The best-first algorithm uses these 21 one-week
patterns as the starting point. The starting pattern basecan
be expanded by adding more combinations of one-week patterns
and relaxing the above two constraints.
The algorithm for generating the four-week scheduling
patterns is shown in Figure 5.2. This subprogram starts off by
implementing the best-first search algorithm for generating
four-week work patterns. The program then re-arranges the work
patterns randomly (and save this new arrangement to a differ-
entfile). For eight-week or twelve-week scheduling period,
the four-week work patterns are combined accordingly.
The program also generates shift patterns according to
the hospital shift policy. The process of generating shift
patterns starts off by generating the number of D's, E's and
N's based on the hospital policy ratio. These patterns are
then rearranged randomly and screen against some constraints.
The primary constraints used in the screening process are:
1. For four-week scheduling period, pattern that has all
evening and night shifts is eliminated.
2. For four-week scheduling period, pattern that has three70
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Figure 5.2 Algorithm for generating 4-week schedules71
evening or night shifts is eliminated.
For scheduling period of eight or twelve weeks, thefour-
week shift patterns were also combinedto form patterns of
required length. Basedon user specification of number of
schedules desired, the program combines thework and shift
schedules toform the required number ofschedules.As
mentioned previously, the 8- and12-week schedules are based
on the 4-week patterns. For example, to form 8-week scheduling
period, a set of 4-week patternsare first generated. Two
different random order of thesepatterns are then saved in
different files. Patterns from these filesare combined to
form 8-week patterns. Thesame procedure is also carried out
for shift patterns, and the work and shiftpatterns then are
combined to form the required schedules.
5.1.3 Penalty Cost Calculation
An important component of the best-firstsearch algorithm
is the penalty cost calculationprocedure. The penalty cost is
used as a heuristic function forthe search method. The
penalty cost calculationis carried out by reading the
patterns one by one and locating the positionof the character
to check if a certain condition ismet or not. For example, to
calculate penalty cost of working inweekend for one-week
pattern, the program checks if digits6 and 7 of the pattern
are both "1". If they are, then the pattern is assigneda72
specific penalty cost. If digit 6 is"1" and digit 7 is "0",
a different penalty cost is assigned. Similarly if6 is "0"
and 7 is "1" then a third penalty cost isassigned (which may
or may not be the same as the penalty cost for "1"and "0").
The pseudo code for thisprocess is shown in Figure 5.3
procedure pcostweekend;
for i := 1 to NumberOfPatterns do
begin
if digit 6 and digit 7 equal '1' then
penalty cost := WeekendPenaltyCost;
else
if digit 6 equal '1' and digit7 equal '0' then
penalty cost := PenaltyCostOfSaturdayOnSundayOff;
else
if digit 6 equal '0' and digit7 equal '1' then
penaltycost := PenaltyCostOfSaturdayOffSundayOn;
end if
end;
end;
Figure 5.3 Pseudocode for penaltycost calculation for
weekend.
A different procedure is required if the constraintis to
check for a single day on or off in thepattern. This checking
requires comparing a digit with its followingand previous
digits. If both the following and previousdigits are differ-
ent from the digit being checked, then itimplies single-on or
single-off day (dependingon the digit character).
The procedure for checking two-week,three-week and four
week patternsareslightly differentfrom theone-week
patterns. In these patterns,more works must be carried out.
For example, weekend constraints for two-weekpatterns must73
check for digits 6 and 7, and digits 13 and14. For three-week
patterns, checking for weekend's constraintsincludes digits
6,7,13,14, 20 and 21; and for four-week patterns, this
includes digits 6,7,13,14,20,21,27 and 28.
Similarly, checking single dayon or off in multiple week
patterns is also different from one-weekpatterns. For one-
week patterns, checking starts from digit2 and goes up to
digit 6, while for two-week patterns itstarts from digit 2 up
to digit 13, for three-week patterns thechecking begins from
digit 2 and ends at digit 20, and forthe four-week patterns,
this process starts from digit 2up until digit 27. A slightly
different matching process is also requiredto calculate
penalty cost for working on 6, 7or 8 consecutive days, and
for having 3 or 4 consecutive days off.
The sum of penalty costs associated witheach constraint
represents the total penalty cost for thepattern. This value
is used as the heuristic functionfor the search method.
5.1.4 Sorting the patterns
An important aspect of the best-firstsearch technique is
the sorting of the patterns basedon the penalty cost associ-
ated with each pattern. In thisprogram, the sorting algorithm
used is "the straight insertion technique"[Rugg and Feldman,
1989], or simply referred toas "the insertion technique"
[Sedgewick, 1988]. This method isvery simple but flexible74
enough to accommodate bigprograms. The pseudocode for this
method is shown in Figure 5.4 [Sedgewick,1988].
procedure insertion;
var i,j,v :integer;
begin
for i := 2 to N do
begin
v := a[i]; j:= i;
while a[j-1] > v do
begin a[j] := a[j-1] ;j:= j - 1 end;
a[j] := v
end
end;
Figure 5.4 Pseudocode for insertion technique
5.2 System Evaluation
Two approaches were used to evaluate thecomputer model:
1.Evaluation by one of thenurse scheduling managers at
GoodSamaritanHospital,Corvallis,Oregon.Direct
utilization of the program at Good SamaritanHospital was
not possible due to the nature of itsoperations. The
hospital has a relatively small full-timenurse force and
a large part-time pool of nurses. It thus focuseson
allocation (currently usinga data base system) rather
than work schedules generation and assignment.However,
the expertise of the schedulingmanager was used to:
(a)Evaluate the constraints included in themodel and75
the penalty costs. Even though the rating system
used at Good Samaritan Hospital is different,the
penaltycost values initially specified in the
program (based on studies reported in literature)
were close to their values. The set of constraints
and the associated penalty values currently in the
program have been revised after discussions and
feedback from this scheduling manager.
(b)Evaluate the program features and output reports.A
series of meetings were arranged duringthe project
duration. The suggestions provided by themanager
in the initial meetings were incorporated inthe
program. After the system development was complet-
ed, the manager reviewed the output. Feedbackon
the utility of the program wasvery positive.
2.The results for statistical evaluationof the program
under different combinations of length ofschedule and
shift policy ratio are shown in Tables5.1 through 5.3.
The tables show the mean, standard deviation,minimum and
maximum of the actual ratio values ofthe nurse staffing
coverage. The ideal ratios of the staffingcoverage or
the shift policy ratiosare also included in the tables.
The tables show that the actual ratiosare close to
the shift policy ratio specified bythe hospital. The
tables also show that the minimum and maximumvalues of
the total deviation, that is, thesum of understaffing76
Length of Schedule: 4 weeks.
Number of runs :50; Maximum Penalty Cost :40
Patterns generated :1000
Schedules selected every run :1000
Shift Policy Ratio3:2:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.477460.0072810.4650.4930.50000
Evening 0.304800.0058210.2870.3180.33333
Night 0.217760.0053690.2070.2290.16667
Total Deviation 0.0800.125
Shift Policy Ratio2:1:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.472820.0064050.4550.4860.50000
Evening 0.248960.0053370.2380.2620.25000
Night 0.278220.0059200.2640.2940.25000
Total Deviation 0.0320.090
Shift Policy Ratio4:3:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.496920.0092390.4750.5130.50000
Evening 0.327960.0054370.3190.3430.37500
Night 0.175200.0062800.1620.1940.12500
Total Deviation 0.0730.138
Shift Policy Ratio 3:2:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.425860.0082850.4040.4430.42900
Evening 0.270100.0065340.2580.2890.28600
Night 0.304140.0068240.2900.3170.28500
Total Deviation 0.0210.065
Shift Policy Ratio 4:3:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.421480.0070940.4070.4360.44500
Evening 0.304200.0049190.2940.3140.33333
Night 0.274560.0051930.2660.2870.22222
Total Deviation 0.0870.130
Table 5.1 Statistics for 4 -Meekschedules77
Length of Schedule: 8 weeks.
Number of runs :50; Maximum Penalty Cost :40
Patterns generated :1000
Schedules selected every run :1000
Shift Policy Ratio3:2:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.482320.0069840.4700.5010.50000
Evening 0.302200.0065420.2880.3140.33333
Night 0.215480.0053600.2050.2330.16667
Total Deviation 0.0760.132
Shift Policy Ratio2:1:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.479200.0082190.4520.4970.50000
Evening 0.250600.0064060.2360.2690.25000
Night 0.270360.0059590.2600.2880.25000
Total Deviation 0.0220.096
Shift Policy Ratio4:3:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.496760.0081230.4800.5150.50000
Evening 0.327140.0059670.3100.3380.37500
Night 0.176140.0065970.1630.1910.12500
Total Deviation 0.0820.132
Shift Policy Ratio 3:2:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.416800.0063090.4000.4360.42900
Evening 0.272920.0053360.2630.2870.28600
Night 0.310340.0058840.3010.3250.28500
Total Deviation 0.0320.080
Shift Policy Ratio 4:3:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.431520.0078700.4150.4480.44500
Evening 0.298820.0064430.2840.3150.33333
Night 0.269800.0065210.2550.2830.22222
Total Deviation 0.0650.122
Table 5.2 Statistics for 8 -week schedules78
Length of Schedule: 12 weeks.
Number of runs :50; Maximum Penalty Cost :40
Patterns generated :1000
Schedules selected every run :1000
Shift Policy Ratio3:2:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.473920.0103360.4510.5000.50000
Evening 0.305360.0073180.2920.3210.33333
Night 0.220760.0080140.2020.2410.16667
Total Deviation 0.0700.148
Shift Policy Ratio2:1:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.476600.0090310.4550.4940.50000
Evening 0.250060.0068570.2330.2650.25000
Night 0.273160.0075690.2580.2970.25000
Total Deviation 0.0220.095
Shift Policy Ratio4:3:1
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.493060.0087120.4710.5190.50000
Evening 0.327240.0072540.3130.3420.37500
Night 0.179740.0074510.1570.1960.12500
Total Deviation 0.0820.142
Shift Policy Ratio 3:2:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.414000.0080650.3950.4280.42900
Evening 0.280840.0068420.2680.2950.28600
Night 0.305160.0072730.2850.3220.28500
Total Deviation 0.0070.074
Shift Policy Ratio 4:3:2
Mean StdDev Min Max Ideal
Day 0.428840.0090910.4110.4470.44500
Evening 0.303920.0071800.2900.3220.33333
Night 0.267320.0086200.2390.2920.22222
Total Deviation 0.0340.140
Table 5.3 Statistics for 12-week schedules79
(negative deviation) and overstaffing(positive devia-
tion)in terms of shift ratiofor all scenarios is
relatively small.
TotalDeviation = abs[actual ratio-idealratio]dw_mft
+ abs[actual ratio-ideal ratio]
er nming Milft
+ abs [actual ratio-ideal ratio]ughtmift
The statistics on Tables 5.1,5.2 and 5.3 were
collected by running theprogram for 15 scenarios (three
different length of schedulesand five different shift
policies).Foreveryscenario,1000patternswere
generated,and from these patternsevery time 1000
schedules were picked (drawing withreplacement). The
number of runs for every scenario is50. This procedure
was used because of the following considerations.
1. After the patterns (both workand shift patterns)are
generated, they are reordered randomlyto avoid bias
during the selection of thepatterns. This bias may occur
because of the nature of thesearch method that is used
in the process of screeningwork patterns which guarantee
that the first pattern generatedwill be the best, the
second one will be the secondbest, and so on.
2. The more the patternsgenerated (up to a certain
limit), the better the variationof the patterns, and,
the better the coverage. But,for the nurse, the less the
patterns generated, the betterthe patterns. Therefore,80
in the choice of the number of patterns generated (m)
there is a trade-off between penalty cost and coverage.
For large m the hospital schedule is laikely to be closer
to the ideal coverage but large m also allows individual
schedules with higher penalty costs and takes more
computing time.
Therefore,theevaluation wascarriedoutby
selecting n schedules from the m patterns at random with
replacement. Each run of the program produces a list that
can be regarded as independent of the lists produced by
other runs so that it is possible to claim that the
universe of possible runs includes all feasible lists.
Table 5.4 shows the results of generating 1000 (m)
patterns,and then with 50runs selecting300(n)
schedules at random with replacement.
Length of Schedule :4-week
Shift Policy Ratio :4:3:1
Number of runs :50
Patterns generated :1000
Schedules selected at each run :300
Maximum Penalty Cost :40
Day
Evening
Night
Total Deviation
Mean StdDev Range Ideal
Min Max Ratio
0.489860.0144790.4550.5250.50000
0.327760.0104220.2980.3510.37500
0.182320.0098330.1630.2050.12500
0.080 0.160
Table 5.4 Statistics for n=1000 n=300, 4-week schedule81
From the table we can see that the total deviation is
0.080. If the number of schedules selected are 1000, this
number is 0.073. These numbers are relatively small, and
all of those schedules have penalty cost less than or
equal to maximum penalty cost. The probability that this
best schedule set (the best set from 50 runs) contains
the top 10 % of the feasible schedules is 0.995 (which is
(1-(1-0.1)5° = 0.995)).82
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
The research developed a decision support system frame-
work for nurse schedulingin hospitals.It then used a
heuristic approach to develop schedulesfornurses.The
approach providesan effective solution tothe complex,
multiple objective nurse scheduling problem. The implementa-
tion is flexible in that it can model a number of operating
scenarios and accommodate wide range of hospital and nurses
constraints.Theheuristicapproachiscomputationally
efficient, and overcomes the computational problems
with use of analytic-based techniques such as Integer
ming and Goal Programming.
The program is flexible to expand and modify. Constraints
can be added with minimal effort. The choices of different
shift policy ratios are provided in order to enable the user
toselectschedulesfor differentlevelofnurses.For
example, a user can select shift policy ratio of 3:2:1 for
Registered Nurses (RN), 3:3:2 for Licensed Practical Nurses
(LPN) and 1:1:1 for Nurse Aides (NA) for the same period of
schedules. Also, the possibility to select different set of
schedules from the same set of patterns will enable the user
to select different portion of the schedules for different
levelofnurses.For example,auser can generate1000
reported
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patterns with 3:2:1 shift policy ratio,then use 150 of them
for RN, 350 for LPN and 500 for NA withactual ratio close to
the ideal ratio.
The accuracy (defined in terms of deviationsof actual
shift allocation to ideal shift policyratio) increases as
number of pattern generatedincreases.Itistherefore
recommended that the user generatesa large set of patterns
and pick the number of schedulesclose to the number of
patterns generated to get better staffallocation. For the
implemented modelthe computational timeissmall.For
example, 1000 four-week patterns witha maximum penalty cost
of 40 are generated in less then2 minutes on a 386-based
machine.
Once the schedules have been selected, theycan be saved
for further use. Therefore, themodel can be used both for
hospital with cyclicalor non-cyclical scheduling approach.
The work schedules can be modified usingany simple text
editor or word processing. Theschedules can be easily linked
to or imported from a databaseor spreadsheet program for
maintenance purposes, suchas changes needed for a specific or
emergency request.
The use of personal computer enablessmall- and medium-
size hospitals to implementcomputerized scheduling without
incurring high costs associatedwith computer hardware,
software and maintenance. Theprogram is easy to install and
use,and does not require special trainingfor its use.84
Implementation of the programon the personal computer will
also enable hospitals in developing countriesto start doing
computerized nursescheduling becauseoftherelatively
inexpensive cost and easy touse nature of personal computers.
6.1 Suggestions for future research
For added flexibility and capability,more constraints
can be added to the model, such as the requirement thatevery
nurse must take some proportion of weekend off. Morecomplex
hospital environments can be treated withslight modifications
of the model. The inclusion of part timeor other contract
nurses will enhance the utility of the system.
The component of DSS not implemented in thisresearch is
nurse allocation. Nurse allocation is interactive innature
and may require changes in workpatterns for some nurses. A
"real time" component can be added to thesystem developed in
this research by extending itto nurse allocation, or this
system can be linked to an existing allocationpackage (like
the one used at Good Samaritan Hospital inCorvallis, Oregon).
Finally,anumberofcharacteristicsinpersonnel
scheduling are common across industries.As such the DSS
framework and the implemented heuristiccan be extended to
similar areas of manpower scheduling withsome modifications.85
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APPENDIX A
USER GUIDE AND EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION
FOR NURSE SCHEDULING PROGRAM
The nurse scheduling program is easy to use. The program
can be invoked by typing :
nurse
follows by pressing <Enter> key. The initial screen (Figure
A1.1) will appear containing the name of the program and the
programmer. You may press any key to get out of this screen.
Decision Support System
for
Developed by
Riartuitt
Supervised by
Sabah Pandhawa, PhD
0k:.?.; U31SlUi 13 y
Figure A1.1 Initial Screen101
Thefirst screen following the initial screen isa
welcome screen which briefly describes the use of theprogram.
Figure A1.2 shows this welcomescreen.
Welcome...
This program generates schedules for nurses
in hospital using a heuristic method called
'Best-First Search Technique'.
The program provides three options for the length
of schedule period and several options for
the hospital shift policies, but you may define
specific hospital shift policy to be used by
the program.
The program will try to satisfy both nurses and
hospital requirements by minimizing the penalty
costs of the nurses' and hospital's constraints.
You may select to either use the default penalty
costs built in the program, or to assign your
own penalty costs reflecting the specific work
environment.
Press <Enter> to continue...
Figure A1.2 Welcome Screen
After you finish reading this welcomemessage, you may press
<Enter> key to continue, and the introductionscreen as in
Figure A1.3 will appear. This screen briefly describes what
you can do with the program. After reading this message, you
may press <Enter> key to continue,or,if you decide to
terminate or quit the program, you maypress <Esc> key. If you
decide to continue by pressing the <Enter> key,you will be
shown the next screen (Figure A1.4). This step allowsyou to
select the length of schedule period. Youmay enter 1 for
four-week schedule,2for eight-week schedule,or3for
twelve-week schedule. At this stage,you may also quit102
You will first be asked to specify the number of
patterns you want to generate. It is recommended
that for flexibility you specify this number to be
greater than the number of schedules required.
Once the program generates a set of patterns,
it will provide you with several set of schedules
from which you may select the number you need.
You may view the schedules and the staff list
report before you decide to pick and save schedules
or to discard the schedules and generate another
set
If you think that the patterns you have generated
do not satisfy your needs, you may generate
another pattern set.
Good Luck...
Press any key to continue or <Esc> to terminate...
Figure A1.3 Introduction Screen
LENGTH OF SCHEDULE :
1. Four-week.
2. Eight-week.
3. Twelve-week.
4. Exit
Select 1,2 or 3(4 for exit) :
Figure A1.4 Choice of Length of Schedule Period
the program by entering 4.
If you choose 1, or 2, or 3, the nextscreen will be the
screen that shows you the constraints with their associated
default penalty costs built-in theprogram (Figure A1.5). The
penalty costs for this set of constraintscan be modified if
so desired.103
To choose default penalty costs, youmay enter Y or y. If
you prefer to define your own penalty costs, select Nor n.
If you choose to use default penalty cost,then the
program will ask you the maximum penalty cost that
Default Values of Penalty Costs:
Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off := 5
Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off := 10
Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days := 10
Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days := 30
Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days := 40
Penalty Cost for having single day off := 10
Penalty Cost for having single day on := 10
Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off :=5
Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:=5
Penalty Cost for working on Week End := 10
MAXIMUM PENALTY COST can be set equal to the highest
value of penalty cost. The higher the maximum penalty
cost the less strict the schedules.
Use default value for Penalty Costs? (Y/N):
Figure A1.5 Default Penalty Cost Built inthe Program
you can still tolerate. The program also give you guidelines
on selecting the maximum penalty cost. Figure A1.6 shows this
process.
If you choose not to use the default penaltycosts and
enter N or n, then you will be allowed to defineyour own
penalty costs. The screen (Figure A1.7) also displayspenalty
costs values. You may then enter the penaltycosts one by one
as shown in Figure A1.7.104
Default Values of Penalty Costs:
Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off := 5
Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off := 10
Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days := 10
Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days := 30
Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days := 40
Penalty Cost for having single day off := 10
Penalty Cost for having single day on := 10
Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off:=5
Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:=5
Penalty Cost for working on Week End := 10
MAXIMUM PENALTY COST can be set equal to the highest
value of penalty cost. The higher the maximum penalty
cost the less strict the schedules.
Use default value for Penalty Costs? (Y/N): y
Enter maximum penalty cost:40
Figure A1.6 Entering Maximum Penalty Cost (Case of Default
Penalty Costs)
Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off :=5;
Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off := 10;
Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days :=. 10;
Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days := 30;
Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days := 40;
Penalty Cost for having single day off := 10;
Penalty Cost for having single day on := 10;
Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off:=5;
Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:=5;
Penalty Cost for working on Week End := 10; )
EnterPenaltyCostfor having3 consecutivedays off :10
EnterPenaltyCostforhaving4 consecutivedays off :20
EnterPenaltyCostforworking6 consecutivedays :10
EnterPenaltyCostforworking7 consecutivedays :60
EnterPenaltyCostforworking8 consecutivedays :100
EnterPenaltyCostforhavingsingle day off :5
EnterPenaltyCostforhavingsingle day on :5
EnterPenaltyCostforworkingon Saturday, Sunday off :5
EnterPenaltyCostfor workingon Sunday, Saturday off :5
EnterPenaltyCostfor workingon Week End :50
Enter maximum penalty cost:100
Figure A1.7 Example of Customizing Penalty Costs105
Following this step, theprogram will ask for the number
of patterns you want to generate. Youmay enter the number as
required, e.g.,1000. Please note that with this number of
patterns,you may generate unlimited number of different
schedules. The screen will show:
Enter number of patterns to be generated:
The program will then create feasible patternsas many as you
require. This process takes very little time. For example, for
1000 patterns with default penalty costs and maximum penalty
cost of 40, it will take less than 2 minuteson an Intel 386
based computer (average 1 minute and 25 seconds).
After generating the patterns,program will ask you to
select shift policy ratio (Figure A1.8). Thereare 9 ratios
built-in the program; in addition,you may define your own
shift policy ratios. If you decide touse one of the ratios
provided by the program, just enter the number corresponding
to it.
If you choose to define yourown shift policy ratio, then
you may type 10 and press the <Enter> key (Figure A1.9). Then
you will be asked to enter the day, evening and night shift
policy ratio, respectively. Example is shown in FigureA1.10
(assuming your shift policy ratio is 5:2:1).106
Select Shift Policy:
1.ShiftPolicy1:1:1
2.ShiftPolicy2:1:1
3.ShiftPolicy2:2:1
4.ShiftPolicy3:2:1
5.ShiftPolicy3:2:2
6.ShiftPolicy3:3:1
7.ShiftPolicy3:3:2
8.ShiftPolicy4:3:1
9.ShiftPolicy4:3:2
10.Other
Choose the number and press <Enter> :
Figure A1.8 Shift Policy Ratio
Select Shift Policy:
1.ShiftPolicy1:1:1
2.ShiftPolicy2:1:1
3.ShiftPolicy2:2:1
4.ShiftPolicy3:2:1
5.ShiftPolicy3:2:2
6.ShiftPolicy3:3:1
7.ShiftPolicy3:3:2
8.ShiftPolicy4:3:1
9.ShiftPolicy4:3:2
10.Other
Choose the number and press <Enter> :10
Figure A1.9 Choosing to Define YourOwn Shift Policy Ratio107
Select Shift Policy:
Day Ratio 5
Evening Ratio : 2
Night Ratio 1
Figure A1.10 Entering Your Own Shift PolicyRatio
In either case, the program next asks for thenumber of
schedulesyou wanttogenerate.The maximum numberof
schedules that you can pick will also beshown. This number
will be equal to the number ofpattern you asked the program
to generate. The screen will show (assumingyou enter 1000 as
the number of patterns you want togenerate):
Enter number of schedules to be selected(Maximum = 1000 ):
After you enter the required number, theprogram will ask
you if you want to display the scheduleson the screen:
Display schedules on the screen? (YIN)
You may choose not to display by enteringN or n. If you want
to see the schedule, thenyou may type Y or y. The schedule
appear on the screen as shown in Figure A1.11.108
Schedule No. : 1
Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 E:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Week : 2 E:1 1 11 1 00
Week : 3 D:1 1 0 0 1 1 1
Week : 4 N:1 1 0 1 1 1 0
Schedule No. : 2
Day : MTWTFSS
Week : 1 D:1 1 0 0 1 1 1
Week : 2 N: 1101110
Week : 3 D: 1111 1 0 0
Week : 4 D:1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Press any key to continue or <Esc> to cancel viewing...
Figure A1.11 Example of Schedules Displayedon the Screen
For your convenience,the program will display two
schedules at a times for four-week period, andone schedules
at a times for eight and twelve week period. Youmay press any
key to continue viewing the schedules untilall the schedules
are shown. However, if you want to cancel the viewingprocess,
you simply press <Esc> key.
The next step will be generating the Staff Listor Staff
Requirement Report. This takesa negligible amount of time.
The program will ask ifyou want to see the report. This
report is necessary to evaluate the schedule. Thereport shows
some statistics that you can use to compare the shift policy
ratio and the actual ratio given bythe schedules generated.
The program shows:
Display Staff List Report? (Y/N)109
and you may press Y or y, or N or n. If you select to enter Y
or y, then the report will be shown on the screen. You may
need to press <Enter> key several times tosee the entire
report. An example is shown in Figure A1.12 and A1.13.
After viewing the report you will be givena choice to
save the schedules. The program will ask:
Save the schedules? (Y/N)
If you think that the schedules are good enough, thenyou may
save them. You will then be asked to select either to save the
Staff List Report or not, and either to print the schedules,
and/or the Staff List Report. If you do, just enter Yor y,
STAFF LIST REPORT:
Day : Day-Shift Evening-Shift Night-Shift
Monday 1 23 30 36
Tuesday 2 27 34 38
Wednesday 3 25 33 38
Thursday 4 23 32 38
Friday 5 18 26 27
Saturday 6 7 5 5
Sunday 7 12 10 13
Monday 8 30 28 31
Tuesday 9 34 30 30
Wednesday 10 33 23 29
Thursday 11 27 21 23
Friday 12 23 15 23
Saturday 13 13 15 15
Sunday 14 20 23 14
Monday 15 27 23 25
Tuesday 16 28 30 28
Wednesday 17 24 28 26
Press <Enter>tocontinue...
Figure A1.12 First Part of 4-week Report110
Sunday 14 20 23 14
Monday 15 27 23 25
Tuesday 16 28 30 28
Wednesday 17 24 28 26
Press <Enter> tocontinue...
Thursday 18 20 29 25
Friday 19 21 25 18
Saturday 20 21 24 16
Sunday 21 19 21 22
Monday 22 20 21 25
Tuesday 23 21 23 27
Wednesday 24 23 22 28
Thursday 25 27 24 28
Friday 26 24 26 30
Saturday 27 21 20 28
Sunday 28 19 19 24
Total 630 660 710
Average 22.500 23.571 25.357
Ratio Actual 0.315 0.330 0.355
Ratio Ideal 0.333 0.333 0.333
Press <Enter> to continue...
Figure A1.13 Last Part of 4-week Report
and the program will execute the appropriate commands.
You may save the schedules andcan still generate another
setofschedulesbyansweringtheappropriatesetof
questions. If for example you do not wantto save or print the
schedules and the report, you mayanswer all enquiries with N
or n, as shown in Figure A1.14.
Save the schedules? (Y/N) n
Save Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Print the schedules? (Y/N) n
Print StaffListReport? (Y/N)
Figure A1.14 Examples of Save and PrintChoice
Then, you may select another set ofschedules by answering Y111
or y to this question:
Select another set of schedules? (Y/N)
Then the screen as in Figure A1.8 will be shown, andyou may
continue the process as described above.
If you decide to enter Nor n then Figure A1.15 will be
shown on the screen. If you want to generate anotherset of
patterns, you may answer with Y or y, and theprogram will
repeat starting from Figure A1.4.If you decide notto
generate another patterns, then you mayanswer with N or n,
and the program will terminate.
If the patterns generated do not satisfy the
staff requirement, the program can generate
another patterns and schedules.
Generate another patterns? (Y/N)
Figure A1.15 Last Chance to Generate AnotherSet of Patterns
Extension and Modification
To extend and modify theprogram, user needs to be able
to program in Pascal language, preferably using BorlandTurbo
Pascal Version 6.0.
The program consists of several files:
1. NURSE.PAS: the main programsource code.112
2. PATGEN.PAS:theunitsourcecodetogenerate work
patterns.
3. PNTCOST.PAS: the unit source code to calculate penalty
costs.
4. SORTPAT.PAS: the unit source code to sort work patterns
based on penalty costs.
5. PATGEN.TPU: the unit resulted by compiling PATGEN.PAS.
6. PNTCOST.TPU: the unit resulted by compiling PCOST.PAS
7. SORTPAT.TPU: the unit resulted by compiling SORTPAT.PAS
8. GRAPH.TPU: the unit needed to generate initial screen.
9. CRT.TPU: the unit needed to handle DOS commands in the
program.
10. BASE.DAT: the file to store work patterns.
11. SCHDBAS.DAT: the work pattern base for 4-week patterns to
be used to generate schedules.
12. SCHDBAS1.DAT: the first randomly reordered work patterns.
13. SCHDBAS2.DAT:thesecondrandomlyreorderedwork
patterns.
14. SCHD8WK.DAT: the work patterns base for 8-week schedule
period.
15. SCHD12WK.DAT: the work patterns base for 12-week schedule
period.
16. SHIFPAT.DAT: the shift patterns base.
17. NEWSHIFT.DAT: the randomly reordered shift patterns (4-
week).
18. SHIFBASE.DAT: the first randomly reordered shift patterns.113
19. SH2BASE.DAT:thesecondrandomlyreorderedshift
patterns.
20. SH3BASE.DAT: the third randomly reordered shift patterns.
21. SH8BASE.DAT: the shift patterns base for 8-week schedule
period.
22. SH12BASE.DAT:theshiftpatternsbasefor12-week
schedule period.
23. SCHEDULE.DAT: the schedule base for 4-week period.
24. BASE8.DAT: the schedule base for 8-week period.
25. BASE12.DAT: the schedule base for 12-week period.
26. STAF4.DAT: the Staff List Report for 4-week period.
27. STAF8.DAT: the Staff List Report for 8-week period.
28. STAF12.DAT: the Staff List Report for 12-week period.
29. Several files with .BGI extension which are needed for
the program to adjust to different graphics card of the
computer. The program will self-detect the card of the
computer you are using.
The first modification that can be carried out is whether
the user want to have the new pattern and schedule bases
appended to the old bases or not. The default program will
overwrite the old patterns and schedule bases every time the
user run the program.If you want the new data will be
appendedtotheoldone,simply changethecommand of
preparation of the required files from rewrite to append and
recompile the program.114
To add new work pattern, just modify the constants of
work pattern which is OneWeekPattern in unitPATGEN.PAS, then
recompile the unit and the program. Pleasenote that if you
modify the work pattern,you should modify the size of the
array accordingly.
To add new constraints, modify the unit PATGEN.PAS and
PNTCOST.PAS. Please note that if you modify the constraint,
you may need to add algorithm to calculate the penalty costs
accordingly.
If you want to modify the default value of penaltycosts
andshiftpolicysimplychangethevalueintheunit
PNTCOST.PAS (for penalty costs) and main program for the shift
policy ratio.
The result of the program will be in ASCII text mode,
thereforeitcanbeimportedfromanytexteditor,
spreadsheet, or database software, as for example,if changes
needed in the daily use of theprogram and/or to assigning
schedules to the nurses' database.APPENDIX B
SOURCE CODE OF UNIT FOR WORK PATTERNGENERATION
Unit Patten;
interface
Type
OneWeek =string[7];
TwoWeek =string[14];
ThreeWeek =string[21];
FourWeek =string[28];
TwoWeekPat =Array [1..21]ofTwoWeek;
ThreeWeekPat=Array [1..21]ofThreeWeek;
FourWeekPat =Array [1..21]ofFourWeek;
const
var
115
OneWeekPattern :Array [1..21] of OneWeek =
(' 1111100' , '1111001', '1110011' , '1100111' , '1001111' ,
'0011111', '1110101', '1101101', '1011101', '0111101',
'1101011','1011011','0111011','1010111','0110111',
'0101111','1111010','1110110','1101110','1011110',
'0111110');
(NOTES:
[This OneWeekPattern can be expanded to include allpossible combina-}
(nation of one-week patterns only by changing thesize of the array )
(and adding the new patterns.
TwoWeekPattern
ThreeWeekPattern
FourWeekPattern
j,k,1, m, q,r,s
:TwoWeekPat;
:ThreeWeekPat;
:FourWeekPat;
:integer;
Procedure TwoWeekPatternGeneration(var TwoWeekPattern :TwoWeekPat;
q :integer);
Procedure ThreeWeekPatternGeneration(varThreeWeekPattern :ThreeWeekPat;
r :integer);
Procedure FourWeekPatternGeneration(var FourWeekPattern :FourWeekPat;
s :integer);
implementation
Procedure TwoWeekPatternGeneration(var TwoWeekPattern :TwoWeekPat;
q :integer);
begin
k := 1;
(for i:=1 to 21 do begin)
for j:= 1 to 21 do begin
TwoWeekPattern [k]:= OneWeekPattern[q] + OneWeekPattern[j];
(writeln('TwoWeekPattern ',k,' is ',TwoWeekPattern [k]);)
k := k + 1;
end;
end; (******************TwoWeekPatternGeneration*********************)116
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ThreeWeekPatternGeneration(var ThreeWeekPattern :ThreeWeekPat;
r :integer);
begin
1 := 1;
(TwoWeekPatternGeneration(TwoWeekPattern);}
(for i:= 1 to 21 do begin)
for j:= 1 to 21 do begin
ThreeWeekPattern[1]:= TwoWeekPattern[r] + OneWeekPattern[j];
(writeln('ThreeWeekPattern ',1,' is ', ThreeWeekPattern[1]);)
1:= 1 + 1;
end;
end; (*****************ThreeWeekPatternGeneration********************1
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure FourWeekPatternGeneration(var FourWeekPattern :FourWeekPat;
s :integer);
begin
in:= 1;
(ThreeWeekPatternGeneration(ThreeWeekPattern);)
(for i:= 1 to 21 do begin}
for j:= 1 to 21 do begin
FourWeekPattern[m]:= ThreeWeekPattern[s] + OneWeekPattern[j]:
(writeln('FourWeekPattern ',m,' is ',FourWeekPattern[m]);}
m := m + 1;
end;
end; (*****************FourWeekPatternGeneration*********************)
end. (Of Unit PatGen}
(*************************************************************************)117
APPENDIX C
SOURCE CODE OF THE UNIT FOR CALCULATING
PENALTY COST
Unit PntCost;
interface
type
TotalPCost = Array [1..21] of integer;
var
PenaltyCost,
TotalPenaltyCostO,
TotalPenaltyCostl,
TotalPenaltyCost2,
TotalPenaltyCost3,
TotalPenaltyCost4,
TotalPenaltyCost5,
TotalPenaltyCost6,
TotalPenaltyCost7,
TotalPenaltyCost8,
TotalPenaltyCost9,
TotalPenaltyCostlO,
TotalPenaltyCost11,
TotalPenaltyCostl2,
TotalPenaltyCostl3,
TotalPenaltyCostl4,
TotalPenaltyCost15 :Integer;
PenaltyCost3Zero,
PenaltyCost4Zero,
PenaltyCost6One,
PenaltyCost7One,
PenaltyCost8One,
PenaltyCostSingle0,
PenaltyCostSingle1,
PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff,
PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn,
PenaltyCostWEndOn :Integer;
i,j,k,l,m,n :Integer;
Procedure Initialize;
Procedure DefaultPCost;
Procedure CustomizePCost;
Procedure OneWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost :TotalPCost);
Procedure TwoWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost :TotalPCost);
Procedure ThreeWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost: TotalPcost);
Procedure FourWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost: TotalPcost);
Implementation
Uses Crt, Patten;
Procedure Initialize; {Initialization of Penalty Cost
{This initialization is needed to calculate PenaltyCost for every
{pattern. Everytime the penalty cost must be initialize tozero,
{otherwise the Penalty Cost will be accumulated.118
begin
TotalPenaltyCostO :=
TotalPenaltyCostl :=
TotalPenaltyCost2 :=
TotalPenaltyCost3 :=
TotalPenaltyCost4:=
TotalPenaltyCost5 :=
TotalPenaltyCost6 :=
TotalPenaltyCost7 :=
TotalPenaltyCost8 :=
TotalPenaltyCost9:=
TotalPenaltyCostlO:=
TotalPenaltyCostll:=
TotalPenaltyCostl2:=
TotalPenaltyCostl3:=
TotalPenaltyCostl4:=
TotalPenaltyCostl5:=
end;
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure DefaultPCost; This procedure give a default value for
(Penalty Costs
begin
PenaltyCost3Zero :=5;
PenaltyCost4Zero :=10;
PenaltyCost6One :=10;
PenaltyCost7One :=30;
PenaltyCost8One :=40;
PenaltyCostSingle0 :=10;
PenaltyCostSinglel :=10;
PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff:=5;
PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn:=5;
PenaltyCostWEndOn :=10;
end; {****** Default Penalty Cost ****** )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure CustomizePCost; (This procedure give the user a chance to
assign the value of Penalty Cost by him/her- )
(self.
1
begin
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Writeln ('Enter Penalty Cost for every cases :');
Writeln;
Writeln('( Example :');
Writeln;
Writeln('Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off :=5;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off := 10;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days := 10;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days := 30;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days := 40;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for having single day off := 10;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for having single dayon := 10;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off:=5;');
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off :=5;');119
Writeln('Penalty Cost for working on Week End :=10;)');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off :');
Readln (PenaltyCost3Zero);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off
:');
Readln (PenaltyCost4Zero);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days :');
Readln (PenaltyCost6One);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days
:');
Readln (PenaltyCost7One);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days :');
Readln (PenaltyCost8One);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for having single day off :');
Readln (PenaltyCostSingle0);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for having single dayon :');
Readln (PenaltyCostSinglel);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off :');
Readln (PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off :');
Readln (PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn);
Write('Enter Penalty Cost for working on Week End :');
Readln (PenaltyCostWEndOn);
end; (******* Customize Penalty Cost ****** )
Procedure OneWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost :TotalPCost);
begin
for i := 1 to 21 do begin
Initialize;
{Penalty Cost for working on WeekEnd)
if (OneWeekPattern[i,6] '1') and (OneWeekPattern[i,7] = '1')
then TotalPenaltyCostl := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (OneWeekPattern[i,6] = '1') and (OneWeekPattern[i,7]= '0')
then TotalPenaltyCost2 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
for m := 2 to 6 do begin
if (OneWeekPattern [i,m] = '0') and
(OneWeekPattern [i,m) <> OneWeekPattern [i,m+1]) and
(OneWeekPattern [1,m-1] <> OneWeekPattern [i,m]) then
PenaltyCost PenaltyCostSingle0
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost3 := TotalPenaltyCost3 + PenaltyCost;
end;
for n := 2 to 6 do begin
if (OneWeekPattern [i,n] = '1') and
(OneWeekPattern [i,n] <> OneWeekPattern [i,n+1]) and
(OneWeekPattern [i,n-l] <> OneWeekPattern [i,n]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSinglel
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost4 := TotalPenaltyCost4 + PenaltyCost;
end;
TotalPenaltyCost[i] := TotalPenaltyCostl+ TotalPenaltyCost2
+ TotalPenaltyCost3 + TotalPenaltyCost4;120
(writeln ('OneWeekPattern ',i,' Cost= ',TotalPenaltyCost[i]:3);)
end;
end; (************OneWeekPenaltyCost**************************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure TwoWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost :TotalPCost);
begin
(TwoWeekPatternGeneration(TwoWeekPattern);)
for i:= 1 to 21 do begin
Initialize;
(Penalty Cost for working on WeekEnd)
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,6] = '1') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,7]
then TotalPenaltyCost4 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
='1')
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,131='1') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,14)
then TotalPenaltyCost5 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
='1')
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,61 = '1') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,71=
then TotalPenaltyCost7 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
'0')
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,13)='1') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,14]
then TotalPenaltyCost8 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
='0')
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,6] = '0') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,7]
then TotalPenaltyCost10 := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
='1')
if(TwoWeekPattern[i,13]='0') and (TwoWeekPattern[i,14]
then TotalPenaltyCostll := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
='1')
(Penalty Cost for single day on or off)
for m := 2 to 13 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern [i,ml = '0') and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,m] <> TwoWeekPattern [i,m+1]) and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,m-1] <> TwoWeekPattern (i,m]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSingle0
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost2 := TotalPenaltyCost2 + PenaltyCost;
end;
for n := 2 to 13 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern [i,n]= '1') and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,n] <> TwoWeekPattern [i,n +l]) and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,n-1] <> TwoWeekPattern [i,n]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSinglel
else
PenaltyCost 0;
TotalPenaltyCost3 := TotalPenaltyCost3 + PenaltyCost;
end;
(Penalty Cost for eight or more consecutive days on)
j:= 1;
while j <= 14 do begin
if (Twoweekpattern li,j1='1') and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and121
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern(i,(j+5))) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+6)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+7)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost8One;j:=j+ 8; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
{Penalty Cost for seven consecutive days on)
if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 14 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern (i,j] ='1') and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,j]=TwoWeekPattern(i,(j+1)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j)=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j)=TwoWeekPattern(i,(1+6)]) then
begin
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost7One;
j:= j+ 7;
end
else
begin PenaltyCost :=0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
(Penalty Cost for six consecutive days on)
if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 14 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern (i,j1='1') and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,j]=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j)=TwoWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern(i,j]=TwoWeekPattern(i,(1+3)]) and
(TwoWeekPatternli,j1=TwoWeekPattern(i,(j+4)]) and
(TwoWeekPattern[i,j]=TwoWeekPattern(i,(j+5)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost6One; j:= j+ 6; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
(Penalty Cost for four consecutive days off)
j:= 1;
while j <= 14 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern [i,j]= '0') and
(TwoWeekPattern (i,j] = TwoWeekPattern [i, j+1]) and
(TwoWeekPattern (i,j] = TwoWeekPattern j+2]) and
(TwoWeekPattern (i,j] = TwoWeekPattern [i, j+3]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost4Zero; j:= j+ 4; end
else122
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J := j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO + PenaltyCost;
end;
{Penalty Cost for three consecutive days off)
if TotalPenaltyCostO = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 14 do begin
if (TwoWeekPattern [i,j] = '0') and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,j] = TwoWeekPattern [i, j+11) and
(TwoWeekPattern [i,j] = TwoWeekPattern [i, j+2]1 then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost3Zero;j:= j+ 3; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J := j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
TotalPenaltyCost[i]:= (TotalPenaltyCostOTotalPenaltyCost1
+ TotalPenaltyCost2 + TotalPenaltyCost3
+ TotalPenaltyCost4 + TotalPenaltyCost5
+ TotalPenaltyCost6 + TotalPenaltyCost7
+ TotalPenaltyCost8 + TotalPenaltyCost9
+ TotalPenaltyCostlO + TotalPenaltyCostll
+ TotalPenaltyCostl2);
{writeln ('TwoWeekPattern ',i,' Cost= ',TotalPenaltyCost[i]:3);)
end;
end; (********************TwoWeekPenaltyCost******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ThreeWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost: TotalPcost);
begin
{ThreeWeekPatternGeneration(ThreeWeekPattern);}
for i:= 1 to 21 do begin {ThreeWeekPattern Penalty Cost Calculation)
Initialize;
{Penalty Cost for working on WeekEnd}
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,6] = '1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,7]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCost4 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,13]='1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,141= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCost5 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,20] ='1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,21] ='1')
then TotalPenaltyCost6 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,6] = '1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,71= '0')
then TotalPenaltyCost7 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,131='1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,14]= '0')
then TotalPenaltyCost8 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (ThreeWeekPatternii,201='1') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,21]='0')
then TotalPenaltyCost9 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,6] = '0') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,71= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCostlO := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,13]='0') and (ThreeWeekPattern(i,14]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCost11 := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;123
if (ThreeWeekPattern[i,20] ='0') and (ThreeWeekPattern[i,21]='1')
then TotalPenaltyCostl2 := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
[Penalty Cost for Single day on or off)
for m := 2 to 20 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,m]= '0') and
(ThreeweekPattern [i,m] <> ThreeWeekPattern [i,m+1]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,m-1] <> ThreeWeekPattern [i,m]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSingle0
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost2 := TotalPenaltyCost2 + PenaltyCost;
end;
for n := 2 to 20 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,n]= '1') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,n] <> ThreeWeekPattern [i,n+1]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,n -l] <> ThreeWeekPattern [i,n]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSinglel
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost3 := TotalPenaltyCost3 + PenaltyCost;
end;
(Penalty Cost for working on eight or more consecutive days)
j:= 1;
while j <= 21 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,j] ='1') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i.,(j+1)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i.,(j+3)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,3]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j1=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+6)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+7)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost8One; j:= j+ 8; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
(Penalty Cost for working on seven consecutive days)
if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 21 do begin
if (ThreeweekPattern [i,j]='1') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+6)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost7One;j:= j+ 7; end
else
begin PenaltyCost :=0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
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if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 21 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]='1') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+1)1) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern[i,j]=ThreeWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost6One;j:= j+ 6; end
else
begin PenaltyCost :=0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
{Penalty Cost for four consecutive days off)
j:= 1;
while j <= 21 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,j] = '0') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]= ThreeWeekPattern [i, j+1]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]= ThreeWeekPattern [i, j+2]) and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j)= ThreeWeekPattern [i, j+31) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost4Zero; j:= j+ 4; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J := j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO + PenaltyCost;
end;
{Penalty Cost for three consecutive days off)
if TotalPenaltyCostO = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 21 do begin
if (ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]= '0') and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]= ThreeWeekPattern [i, j+11) and
(ThreeWeekPattern [i,j]= ThreeWeekPattern [i, j+2]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost3Zero;j:=j+ 3; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J :=j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
TotalPenaltyCost[i] := (TotalPenaltyCostO + TotalPenaltyCostl
+ TotalPenaltyCost2 + TotalPenaltyCost3
+ TotalPenaltyCost4 + TotalPenaltyCost5
+ TotalPenaltyCost6 + TotalPenaltyCost7
+ TotalPenaltyCost8 + TotalPenaltyCost9
+ TotalPenaltyCostlO + TotalPenaltyCostll
+ TotalPenaltyCost12);
{writeln ('ThreeWeekPattern ',i,' Cost= ',TotalPenaltyCost[i]:4);)
end;
end; {******************ThreeWeekPenaltyCost******************************)
(*******************************************W*****************************)
Procedure FourWeekPenaltyCost(var TotalPenaltyCost: TotalPcost);
begin
{FourWeekPatternGeneration(FourWeekPattern);}
for i:= 1 to 21 do begin (FourWeekPattern Penalty Cost Calculation)125
Initialize;
(Penalty Cost for working on WeekEnd)
if (FourWeekPattern[i,6] . '1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,7]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCost4 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,13]='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,14]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCost5 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,20]='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,21]='1')
then TotalPenaltyCost6 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,27]='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,28)='1')
then TotalPenaltyCostl3 := PenaltyCostWEndOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,6] = '1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,7]= '0')
then TotalPenaltyCost7 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,13)='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,14] '0')
then TotalPenaltyCost8 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,20]='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,21]='0')
then TotalPenaltyCost9 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,27] ='1') and (FourWeekPattern[i,28] ='0')
then TotalPenaltyCostl4 := PenaltyCostSatOnSunOff;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,6] = '0') and (FourWeekPattern[i,7]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCostlO := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,13] ='0') and (FourWeekPattern[i,14]= '1')
then TotalPenaltyCostll := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,20]='0') and (FourWeekPattern[i,21]='1')
then TotalPenaltyCostl2 := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
if (FourWeekPattern[i,27]='0') and (FourWeekPattern[i,28] ='1')
then TotalPenaltyCostl5 := PenaltyCostSatOffSunOn;
{Penalty Cost for Single day on or off)
for m := 2 to 27 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern [i,m]= '0') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,m] <> FourWeekPattern [i,m+1]) and
(FourWeekPattern [i,m-1) <> FourWeekPattern [i,m]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSingle0
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost2 := TotalPenaltyCost2+ PenaltyCost;
end;
for n := 2 to 27 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern [i,n]= '1') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,n] <> FourWeekPattern [i,n+1]) and
(FourWeekPattern [i,n -1] <> FourWeekPattern [i,n]) then
PenaltyCost := PenaltyCostSinglel
else
PenaltyCost := 0;
TotalPenaltyCost3 := TotalPenaltyCost3+ PenaltyCost;
end;
{Penalty Cost for working on eight ormore consecutive days)
j:= 1;
while j <= 28 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern [i,j] =-'1') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j)=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(FourWeekPattern(i,j1=FourWeekPattern[i,(j +4)]) and126
(FourWeekPattern[i,j] =FourWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+6)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+7)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost8One;j:= j+ 8; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0;j:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl+ PenaltyCost;
end;
(Penalty Cost for working on seven consecutive days)
if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 28 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern [i,j]='1') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j] =FourWeekPattern[i,(j+6)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost7One; j:= j+ 7; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; j:=j + 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl+ PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
(Penalty Cost for working on six consecutive days)
if TotalPenaltyCostl = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 28 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern li,j1='1') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+1)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j1=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+2)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+3)]) and
(FourWeekPattern[i,j]=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+4)]) and
(FourWeekPatternli,j)=FourWeekPattern[i,(j+5)]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost6One; j:= j+ 6; end
else
begin PenaltyCost :=0;j:=j + 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostl := TotalPenaltyCostl+ PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
(Penalty Cost for four consecutive days off)
j:= 1;
while j <= 28 do begin
if (FourWeekPattern [i,j]= '0') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j] = FourWeekPattern [i, j+1]) and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j] = FourWeekPattern [i, j+2]) and
(FourWeekPattern (i,j] = FourWeekPattern [i, j+3]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost4Zero; j:= j + 4; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J:= j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO+ PenaltyCost;
end;
[Penalty Cost for three consecutive days off]
if TotalPenaltyCostO = 0 then begin
j:= 1;
while j <= 28 do begin127
if (FourWeekPattern [i,j] = '0') and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j] = FourWeekPattern [i, j+1]) and
(FourWeekPattern [i,j]= FourWeekPattern [i, j+2]) then
begin PenaltyCost := PenaltyCost3Zero; j:= j+ 3; end
else
begin PenaltyCost := 0; J := j+ 1; end;
TotalPenaltyCostO := TotalPenaltyCostO + PenaltyCost;
end;
end;
TotalPenaltyCost[i]:= (TotalPenaltyCostO + TotalPenaltyCost1
+TotalPenaltyCost2+TotalPenaltyCost3
+TotalPenaltyCost4+TotalPenaltyCost5
+TotalPenaltyCost6+TotalPenaltyCost7
+TotalPenaltyCost8+TotalPenaltyCost9
+TotalPenaltyCostlO+TotalPenaltyCostll
+TotalPenaltyCostl2+TotalPenaltyCostl3
+TotalPenaltyCostl4+TotalPenaltyCostl5);
(writeln ('FourWeekPattern ',i,' Cost=',TotalPenaltyCost[i]:4);)
end;
end; {********************FourWeekPenaltyCost*****************************}
(*************************************************************************)
end. (Of Unit PntCost}
(*************************************************************************)APPENDIX D
SOURCE CODE OF UNIT FOR SORTING WORK PATTERN
Unit SortPat;
interface
uses PntCost, PatGen;
Procedure SortPatternl(varNumArray :TotalPCost;
Start, Count :Integer);
Procedure SortPattern2(varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern :TwoWeekPat;
Start, Count :Integer);
Procedure SortPattern3(varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern :ThreeWeekPat;
Start, Count :Integer);
Procedure SortPattern4(varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern :FourWeekPat;
implementation
Start, Count :Integer);
Procedure SortPatternl(varNumArray :TotalPCost;
var
Start, Count :Integer);
J,K :integer;
ThisValue :integer;
ThisPattern :OneWeek;
begin
if Count <= 1 then exit;
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for j:= (Start + 1)to Count do
begin
ThisValue := NumArray[J];
ThisPattern := OneWeekPattern[J];
K := J 1;
while (ThisValue < NumArray [K]) and
(K>0) do
begin
NumArray[K + 1]:= NumArray [K];
OneWeekPattern[K + 1]:= OneWeekPattern [K];
K := K 1
end;
NumArray[K + 1]:= ThisValue;
OneWeekPattern[K + 1]:= ThisPattern;
end;
end; (*******************SortOneWeekPattern*******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure SortPattern2 (varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern: TwoWeekPat;var
129
Start, Count :Integer);
J,K :integer;
ThisValue :integer;
ThisPattern :TwoWeek;
begin
end;
if Count <= 1 then exit;
for j:= (Start + 1) to Count do
begin
ThisValue := NumArray[J];
ThisPattern := Pattern[J];
K := J 1;
while (ThisValue < NumArray [K]) and
(K>0) do
begin
NumArray[K + 1]:= NumArray [K];
Pattern[K + 1):= Pattern [K);
K := K 1
end;
NumArray[K + 1]:= ThisValue;
Pattern[K + 1]:= ThisPattern;
end;
(.*******************sortTwoweekpattern******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure SortPattern3 (varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern :ThreeWeekPat;
Start, Count :Integer);
var
J,K :integer;
ThisValue :integer;
ThisPattern :ThreeWeek;
begin
if Count <= 1 then exit;
forI:= (Start + 1) to Count do
begin
ThisValue := NumArray[J];
ThisPattern := Pattern[J];
K := J 1;
while (ThisValue < NumArray [K]) and
(K>0) do
begin
NumArray[K + 1]:= NumArray [K];
Pattern[K + 1]:= Pattern [K];
K := K 1
end;
NumArray[K + 1]:= ThisValue;
Pattern[K + 1]:= ThisPattern;
end;
end; (********************SortThreeWeekPattern****************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure SortPattern4 (varNumArray :TotalPCost;
varPattern :FourWeekPat;
Start, Count :Integer);
varJ,K :integer;
ThisValue :integer;
ThisPattern :FourWeek;
begin
if Count <= 1 then exit;
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for j:= (Start + 1) to Count do
begin
ThisValue := NumArray[J];
ThisPattern := Pattern[J];
K := J 1;
while (ThisValue < NumArray [K]) and
(K>0) do
begin
NumArray[K + 1]:= NumArray (K);
Pattern[K + 1]:= Pattern [K];
K := K 1
end;
NumArray[K + 1]:= ThisValue;
Pattern[K + 1]:= ThisPattern;
end;
end; (**************************SortFourWeekPattern***********************)
end. [Of Unit SortPat)
(*************************************************************************)APPENDIX E
SOURCE CODE OF MAIN PROGRAM
Program NurseScheduling;
{$M 65520,0,655360}
Uses Crt, Graph, Patgen, PntCost, SortPat;
{This program generate schedules for nurses in the hospital.
{ The program first generate working patterns, thenscreen the patterns
{ based on the constraints invoke by hospital andnurses, using
{'Heuristic Best-First Search Technique.
{The patterns will then be combined with the shiftpatterns to form
{complete schedules for nurses.
Var
GraphDriver, GraphMode :Integer;
xMax, yMax :Integer;
SeeSchedule,
SaveSchedule,
ViewReport,
SaveReport,
DefaultValue,
UserAnswer,
PickAgain,
PrintSchedule4,
PrintSchedule8,
PrintSchedulel2,
PrintReport4,
PrintReport8,
PrintReportl2,
DisplayBStaff,
Display12Staff,
EightWeek
PatternBase,
Schedulel,
SchedOut,
SchedOutTwo,
SchedOutThree,
ShiftBase,
EightWeekBase,
Eight Base,
TwelveBase,
TwelveWeekBase,
ShiftBasel,
ShiftBase2,
ShiftBase3,
ShiftSecondBase,
ShiftThirdBase,
ShiftEWBase,
Shiftl2WBase,
StafList4,
StafList8,
StafList12,
Print4Schedule,
Printl2Schedule,
PrintStaff4,
PrintStaff8,
:Char;
131PrintStaff12,
PrintEight :Text;
ScheduleNum :Integer;
ShiftPat
Shift
ShiftPattern
FourWkPattern,
ShPattern,
NewPattern,
NewShift
i,j,k,l,m,n,
p,q,r,s
xl, x2, x3
:Array[1..10000] of Char;
:Array [1..10000] of Char;
:Array [1..5000] of String[4];
:String;
:integer;
:integer; (Shift Ratio:
(x1 :Day shift proportion
(x2 :Evening Shift proportion
(x3 :Night Shift proportion
DayRatio, EveRatio,
NiteRatio :real; (Ideal distribution of nurse based on
(shift policy
TotalPenaltyCost :TotalPcost;
NOfPat,
Num0fPat,
NumOfShift,
MaxPcost,
LengthOfSchedule :integer;
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(*************************************************************************..
Procedure CreatePattern;
begin
Assign (PatternBase,'BASE.DAT'); (Preparea file for Pattern Base)
Rewrite (PatternBase);
NOfPat := 1; (Initialize counter to check how many patterns have been )
( generated )
OneWeekPenaltyCost(TotalPenaltyCost);
SortPatternl(TotalPenaltyCost, 1, 21);
q := 1;
repeat (*********************Twoweekpattern***********************)
TwoWeekPatternGeneration(TwoWeekPattern,q);
TwoWeekPenaltyCost(TotalPenaltyCost);
SortPattern2(TotalPenaltyCost, TwoWeekPattern, 1, 21);
r := 1;
repeat (*********************ThreeWeekPattern**********************)
ThreeWeekPatternGeneration(ThreeWeekPattern,r);
ThreeWeekPenaltyCost(TotalPenaltyCost);
SortPattern3(TotalPenaltyCost, ThreeWeekPattern, 1, 21);
s := 1;
repeat (*********************Fourweekpattern***********************)
FourWeekPatternGeneration(FourWeekPattern,$);
FourWeekPenaltyCost(TotalPenaltyCost);
SortPattern4(TotalPenaltyCost, FourWeekPattern, 1, 21);133
for i:= 1 to 21 do
if TotalPenaltyCost[i] <= MaxPCost then begin
writeln(PatternBase, FourWeekPattern[i]);
NOfPat := NOfPat + 1;
end;
s := s + 1;
until( NOfPat >= NumOfPat) or (s = 21);
(*********************ponrweekpattern***********************)
r := r + 1;
until( NOfPat >= NumOfPat) or (r = 21);
(*********************Threeweekpattern**********************)
q := q + 1;
until( NOfPat >= NumOfPat) or (q = 21);
(*********************Twoweekpattern***********************)
Close (PatternBase);
end; (************* Procedure CreatePattern **************
(********************************************************************)
Procedure PickFourWeekPattern;
type
FWP = String[28];
var
Start,
Sched,
Count :integer;
FourWkPat :Array [1..1000] of FWP;
begin
Randomize;
Assign(SchedOut,'SCHDBAS.DAT');
Rewrite(SchedOut);
Reset (PatternBase);
For Start := 1 to NumOfPat do
Readln (PatternBase, FourWkPat [Start]);
For Sched := 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
Count := Random (NumOfPat);
If Count = 0 then
Count := Count + 1;
Writeln (SchedOut, FourWkPat [Count));
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(PatternBase);
end; {Procedure PickFourWeekPattern}
(*************************************************************************)134
Procedure PickSecondPattern;
type
FWP = String[28];
var
Start,
Sched,
Count :integer;
FourWkPat :Array [1..1000] of FWP;
begin
Randomize;
Assign(SchedOutTwo,'SCHDBAS1.DAT');
Rewrite(SchedOutTwo);
Reset (PatternBase);
For Start := 1 to Num0fPat do
Readln (PatternBase, FourWkPat (Start]);
For Sched := 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
Count := Random (Num0fPat);
If Count = 0 then
Count := Count +1;
Writeln (SchedOutTwo, FourWkPat [Count]);
end;
Close(SchedOutTwo);
Close(PatternBase);
end; [Procedure PickSecondPattern)
(***********************W*************************************************)
Procedure PickThirdPattern;
type
FWP = String[28];
var
Start,
Sched,
Count :integer;
FourWkPat :Array [1..1000] of FWP;
begin
Randomize;
Assign(SchedOutThree,'SCHDBAS2.DAT');
Rewrite(SchedOutThree);
Reset (PatternBase);
For Start := 1 to Num0fPat do
Readln (PatternBase, FourWkPat [Start]);
For Sched := 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
Count := Random (Num0fPat);
If Count = 0 then
Count := Count + 1;
Writeln (SchedOutThree, FourWkPat [Count]);135
end;
Close(SchedOutThree);
Close(PatternBase);
end; {Procedure PickThirdPattern}
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure EightWeekPattern;
{$M 65520,0,655360)
{Type
Var
FWP = String[28];)
FourWkPat :String[28];
FWP :String[28];
EightWkPat :Strinat56];
MaxSched,
jj,kk,ll :integer;
begin
PickSecondPattern;
Assign (EightWeekBase, 'SCHDBWK.DAT');
Rewrite(EightWeekBase);
Reset (SchedOut);
Reset (SchedOutTwo);
While Not Eof (SchedOut) or Not Eof (SchedOutTwo) do
begin
readln(SchedOut, FourWkPat);
readln(SchedOutTwo,FWP);
EightWkPat := FourWkPat + FWP;
Writeln (EightWeekBase,EightWkPat);
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(SchedOutTwo);
Close(EightWeekBase);
end; {Procedure EightWeek Pattern)
Procedure TwelveWeekPattern;
{$M 65520,0,655360)
(Type
Var
FWP = String[281;}
FourWkPat :String[28];
FWP :String[28];136
FWP2 :String{281;
TwelveWkPat :String{841;
MaxSched,
jj,kk,11 :integer;
begin
PickSecondPattern;
PickThirdPattern;
Assign (TwelveWeekBase, 'SCHD12WK.DAT');
Rewrite(TwelveWeekBase);
Reset (SchedOut);
Reset (SchedOutTwo);
Reset (SchedOutThree);
While Not Eof (SchedOut) or Not Eof (SchedOutTwo) or
Not Eof (SchedOutThree) do
begin
readln(SchedOut, FourWkPat);
readln(SchedOutTwo,FWP);
readln(SchedOutThree,FWP2);
TwelveWkPat := FourWkPat + FWP + FWP2;
Writeln (TwelveWeekBase,TwelveWkPat);
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(SchedOutTwo);
Close(SChedOutThree);
Close(TwelveWeekBase);
end; (Procedure TwelveWeekPattern)
[*************************************************************************)
Procedure CreateShiftBase;
var
ShiftRatio :integer;
xl, x2, x3 :integer; {Shift Ratio)
{x1 :Day shift proportion)
{x2 :Evening Shift proportion)
{x3 :Night Shift proportion)
Procedure ShiftPolicy; (This procedure give theuser the opportunity
{to select the shift policy for the hospital
{There are 5 policies listed here, but can
(be extended if necessary.
var
Proportion :real;
TotalRatio :real;
rl,r2,r3 :real;
begin
ClrScr;
writeln;
writeln( '
writeln;
writeln;
writeln;
Select Shift Policy: ');137
writeln;
writeln( 1. ShiftPolicy1:1:1');
writeln( ' 2. ShiftPolicy2:1:1');
writeln( ' 3. ShiftPolicy2:2:1');
writeln( ' 4. ShiftPolicy3:2:1');
writeln( ' 5. ShiftPolicy3:2:2');
writeln( ' 6. ShiftPolicy3:3:1');
writeln( ' 7. ShiftPolicy3:3:2');
writeln( ' 8. ShiftPolicy4:3:1');
writeln( ' 9. ShiftPolicy4:3:2');
writeln( ' 10. Other ');
writeln;
writeln;
writeln;
writeln;
write( ' Choose the number and press <Enter> : ');
readln(ShiftRatio);
NumOfShift := 4 * Num0fPat;
Case ShiftRatio of
1: begin
xl := Round ((1/3) * NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((1/3)* NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.333;
EveRatio:= 0.333;
NiteRatio := 0.333;
end;
2: begin
xl := Round ((2/4)* NumofShift);
x2 := Round ((1/4)* NumofShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.500;
EveRatio:= 0.250;
NiteRatio := 0.250;
end;
3: begin
x1 := Round ((2/5)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((2/5) * NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.400;
EveRatio:= 0.400;
NiteRatio := 0.200;
end;
4: begin
xl := Round ((3/6) * NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((2/6)* NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.500;
EveRatio:= 0.333;
NiteRatio := 0.167;
end;
5: begin
xl := Round ((3/7)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((2/7)* NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.429;
EveRatio:= 0.286;
NiteRatio := 0.285;
end;
6: begin
x1 := Round ((3/7)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((3/7)* NumOfShift);138
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.429;
EveRatio:= 0.429;
NiteRatio := 0.142;
end;
7: begin
xl := Round ((3/8) * NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((3/8)* NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.375;
EveRatio:= 0.375;
NiteRatio := 0.250;
end;
8: begin
xl := Round ((4/8)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((3/8)* NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.500;
EveRatio:= 0.375;
NiteRatio := 0.125;
end;
9: begin
xl := Round ((4/9)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((3/9)* NumOfShift);
x3:= (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio:= 0.445;
EveRatio:= 0.333;
NiteRatio := 0.222;
end;
10: begin
ClrScr;
writeln;
writeln(' Select Shift Policy:');
writeln;
writeln;
write(' Day Ratio ');
readln(rl);
writeln;
write(' Evening Ratio : ');
readln(r2);
writeln;
write(' Night Ratio ');
readln(r3);
TotalRatio:= rl + r2 + r3;
Proportion:= 1/TotalRatio;
xl := Round ((r1/TotalRatio)* NumOfShift);
x2 := Round ((r2/TotalRatio) * NumOfShift);
x3 := (NumOfShift (xl + x2));
DayRatio := (r1 * Proportion);
EveRatio := (r2 * Proportion);
NiteRatio := (r3 * Proportion);
end;
else
writeln (' Error in entry, try again !');
end; (of Case)
end;fof Procedure ShiftPolicy)
begin139
Assign (ShiftBase1,'SHIFPAT.DAT');
Rewrite(ShiftBase1);
{NumOfShift := 4 * NumOfPat;)
ShiftPolicy;
for i := 1 to x1 do
begin
ShiftPat[i] := 'D';
writeln(ShiftBase1, ShiftPat[i]);
end;
for i:= (xl + 1) to (x1 + x2) do
begin
ShiftPat[i]:= 'E';
writeln(ShiftBase1, ShiftPat[i]);
end;
for i:= (x1 + x2 + 1) to (xi + x2 + x3) do
begin
ShiftPat[i]:= 'N';
writeln(ShiftBasel, ShiftPat[i]);
end;
Close(ShiftBasel);
end; (Procedure CreateShiftBase}
C*************************************************************************)
Procedure ReOrderShift;
var
ShiftPat2 :Array [1..10000] of char;
begin
Assign(ShiftBase2, 'NEWSHIFT.DAT');
Rewrite(ShiftBase2);
Reset(ShiftBasel);
Randomize;
for i := 1 to Num0fShift do
begin
k := random(Num0fShift);
if k=0 then k := k + 1;
readln(ShiftBase1,ShiftPat[k]);
ShiftPat2[i]:= ShiftPat[k];
writeln(ShiftBase2, ShiftPat2[i]);
end;
Close(ShiftBase1);
Close(ShiftBase2);
end; (Procedure ReOrderShift)
{*************************************************************************}
Procedure CreateShift;
begin
Assign(ShiftBase3,'SHIFBASE.DAT');
Rewrite(ShiftBase3);140
Reset(ShiftBase2);
Randomize;
i:= 0;
repeat
for j:= 1 to 4 do
begin
k := random(NumOfShift);
if k = 0 then k := k + 1;
Shift[j]:= ShiftPat[k];
end;
If Not
(((Shift[1] = 'E') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[3]) and
(Shift[1] = Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'E') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[3]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'E') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[3]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'E') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[2] = 'E') and
((Shift[2] = Shift[3]) and (Shift[2] = Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'N') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[3])) and
((Shift[1] = Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'N') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[3]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'N') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[3]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[1] = 'N') and
((Shift[1] = Shift[2]) and (Shift[1]= Shift[4]))) or
((Shift[2] = 'N') and
((Shift[2] = Shift[3]) and (Shift[2]= Shift[4])))) then
begin
ShiftPattern[i]:= Shift[1] + Shift[2] + Shift[3] + Shift[4];
writeln(ShiftBase3, ShiftPattern[i]);
i:= i + 1;
end;
Until i = NumOfPat;
Close(ShiftBase2);
Close(ShiftBase3);
end; {Procedure CreateShift )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure CreateSecondShift;
Var
ii,jj,kk
SecondShift
begin
(CreateShiftBase;
ReOrderShift;
CreateShift;)
:integer;
:Array [1..50001 of String[4];
Assign (ShiftSecondBase,'SH2BASE.DAT');141
Rewrite(ShiftSecondBase);
Reset (ShiftBase3);
For ii := 1 to Num0fPat do
Readln(ShiftBase3, ShiftPattern [ii]);
Randomize;
For kk := 1 to NumOfPat do
begin
jj:= Random (Num0fPat);
If jj = 0 then
jj:= jj + 1;
SecondShift[kk):= ShiftPattern[jj];
Writeln(ShiftSecondBase, SecondShift[kk]);
end;
Close(ShiftSecondBase);
Close(ShiftBase3);
end; (Procedure CreateSecondShift )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure CreateThirdShift;
Var
ii,jj,kk :integer;
SecondShift,
ThirdShift :Array [1..1000] of String[4];
begin
Assign (ShiftThirdBase,'SH3BASE.DAT');
Rewrite(ShiftThirdBase);
Reset(ShiftSecondBase);
For ii := 1 to Num0fPat do
Readln(ShiftSecondBase, SecondShift [ii]);
Randomize;
For kk := 1 to Num0fPat do
begin
jj:= Random (Num0fPat);
If jj = 0 then
jj:= jj + 1;
ThirdShift[kk]:= SecondShift[jj];
Writeln(ShiftThirdBase, ThirdShift [kk]);
end;
C1ose(ShiftSecondBase);
Close(ShiftThirdBase);
end; (Procedure CreateThirdShift )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure Create8WeekShift;
Var
Shift4 :String[4];
Shift4Too: String[4];142
Shift8 :String[8];
begin
Assign(Shift8WBase,'SH8BASE.DAT');
Rewrite(Shift8WBase);
Reset(ShiftBase3);
Reset(ShiftSecondBase);
While Not Eof (ShiftBase3) and Not Eof(ShiftSecondBase) do
begin
readln(ShiftBase3,Shift4);
readln(ShiftSecondBase,Shift4Too);
Shift8 := Shift4 + Shift4Too;
Writeln(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
end;
Close(Shift8WBase);
Close(ShiftBase3);
Close(ShiftSecondBase);
end; (Procedure Create8WeekShift )
(*****************************#*******************************************)
Procedure Createl2WeekShift;
Var
Shift4 :String[4];
Shift4Too: String[4];
Shift4Three :String[4];
Shiftl2 :String(12];
begin
Assign(Shiftl2WBase,'SH12BASE.DAT');
Rewrite(Shiftl2WBase);
Reset(ShiftBase3);
Reset(ShiftSecondBase);
Reset(ShiftThirdBase);
While Not Eof (ShiftBase3) and Not Eof(ShiftSecondBase) and
Not Eof (ShiftThirdBase) do
begin
readln(ShiftBase3,Shift4);
readln(ShiftSecondBase,Shift4Too);
readln(ShiftThirdBase,Shift4Three);
Shiftl2 := Shift4 + Shift4Too + Shift4Three;
Writeln(Shiftl2WBase,Shift12);
end;
Close(Shift12WBase);
Close(ShiftBase3);
Close(ShiftSecondBase);
Close(ShiftThirdBase);
end; (Procedure Createl2WeekShift )
(*************************************************************************}143
Procedure ScreenView;
Type
Var
FWPT = String[28];
SPat = String[4];
FWeekPat :Array [1..1000] of FWPT;
SPT :Array [1..1000] of SPat;
jj, kk,
11,s :integer;
begin
Reset (SchedOut);
Reset (ShiftBase3);
i:= 0;
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
writeln;
writeln('
writeln('
Schedule No. :',jj:4);
m := 1;
readln(SchedOut, FWeekPat[jj]);
readln(ShiftBase3, SPT[jj]);
writeln(' Day :
'MTWTFSS');
writeln('
'),
for kk := 1 to 4 do begin
write(' Week : ',kk,
',SPT[jj,kk],': ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
write(FWeekPat[jj,m],");
m := m + 1;
end;
writeln;
end;
writeln('
'),
i:= i + 1;
if i = 2 then
begin
i:= 0;
writeln;
writeln('Press any key to continue or <Esc> to cancel viewing...');
if ReadKey = #27 then Exit
else
ClrScr;
end;
end; {for jj)
Close(SchedOut);
Close(ShiftBase3);
end; (Procedure ScreenView)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure PrintSchedule;Type
Var
FWPT = String[28];
SPat = String[4];
FWeekPat :Array [1..1000] of FWPT;
SPT :Array [1..1000] of SPat;
jj, kk,
11, s :integer;
begin
Assign(Print4Schedule, 'LPT1');
Rewrite(Print4Schedule);
Reset (SchedOut);
Reset (ShiftBase3);
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
writeln(Print4Schedule);
writeln(Print4Schedule,
writeln(Print4Schedule,
');
m := 1;
readln(SchedOut, FWeekPat[jj]);
readln(ShiftBase3, SPT(jj]);
writeln(Print4Schedule,
MTWTFSS');
writeln(Print4Schedule,
Schedule No. :',jj:4);
Day :
');
for kk := 1 to 4 do begin
write(Print4Schedule,
Week : ',kk,
' ,SPT[jj,kkl,': ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
write(Print4Schedule,FWeekPat[jj,m],");
m := m + 1;
end;
writeln(Print4Schedule);
end;
writeln(Print4Schedule,
');
end; (for jj)
Close(SchedOut);
Close(ShiftBase3);
Close(Print4Schedule);
end; (Procedure Print4Schedule)
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(*************************************************************************)
Procedure SaveTheSchedule;
Type
FWPT = String[28];Var
SPat = String[4];
FWeekPat :Array [1..1000] of FWPT;
SPT :Array [1..1000] of SPat;
jj, kk,
11 :integer;
begin
Reset (SchedOut);
Reset (ShiftBase3);
Assign (Schedulel, 'SCHEDULE.DAT');
Rewrite (Schedulel);
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do
begin
writeln(Schedulel);
writeln(Schedulel,'Schedule No. :',jj:4);
writeln(Schedulel,'
m := 1;
readln(SchedOut, FWeekPat(ii1);
readln(ShiftBase3, SPT[jj]);
';
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writeln(Schedulel,'Day : M T W T F S S');
writeln(Schedulel,' ');
for kk := 1 to 4 do begin
write(Schedulel,'Week : ',kk,' ,SPT[33,kk],': ');
for 11 :=1 to 7 do begin
write(Schedulel,FWeekPat[jj,m],");
m := m + 1;
end;
writeln(Schedulel);
end;
writeln(Schedulel,' ');
end; (for j)
Close (SchedOut);
Close (ShiftBase3);
Close(Schedulel);
end; (Procedure SaveTheSchedule}
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ViewEightSchedule;
Type
Var
SPat = String[4];
EWB :Text;
EightWkPat :Char;
Shift8 :Char;
jj,kk,ll :integer;
begin
(Assign (EightBase, 'BASE8.DAT');)
(Rewrite (EightBase);}Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift8WBase);
:= 0;
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln;
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
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Schedule No. :',jj:4);
Day : M T W T F S S ');
');
While Not Eoln(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for kk := 1 to 8 do begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
write(' Week : ',kk,' ,Shift8);
write(' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(EightWeekBase, EightWkPat);
write(EightWkPat,");
end;
writeln;
end;
end;
Readln(EightWeekBase);
Readln(Shift8WBase);
writeln(' ');
i:= i+ 1;
if i = 1 then
begin
i:= 0;
writeln;
writeln('Press any key to continue or <Esc> to cancel viewing...');
if ReadKey = #27 then Exit
else
ClrScr;
end;
end;
end;
Close (EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
end; (Procedure ViewEightSchedule )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure PrintEightSchedule;
Type
Var
SPat = String[41;
EWB :Text;
EightWkPat :Char;
Shifts :Char;jj,kk,11 :integer;
begin
Assign (PrintEight, 'LPT1');
Rewrite (PrintEight);
Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift8WBase);
i : 0;
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln(PrintEight);
writeln(PrintEight,'
writeln(PrintEight,'
'),
writeln(PrintEight,'
'MTWTFSS');
writeln(PrintEight,'
'),
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Schedule No. :',jj:4);
Day
While Not Eoln(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for kk := 1 to B do begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
write(PrintEight,' Week :
kk,' ,Shift8);
write(PrintEight,' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(EightWeekBase, EightWkPat);
write(PrintEight,EightWkPat,");
end;
writeln(PrintEight);
end;
end;
Readln(EightWeekBase);
Readln(Shift8WBase);
writeln(PrintEight,'
'),
end;
end;
Close (EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
end; (Procedure PrintEightSchedule )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure SaveEightSchedule;
Type
Var
SPat = String[4];
EWB :Text;148
EightWkPat :Char;
Shift8 :Char;
jj,kk,11 :integer;
begin
Assign (EightBase, 'BASE8.DAT');
Rewrite (EightBase);
Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift8WBase);
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln(EightBase);
writeln(EightBase,'Schedule No. :
writeln(EightBase,'
writeln(EightBase,'Day :
writeln(EightBase,'
jj:4);
'); MTWTFSS');
');
While Not Eoln(EightWeekBase) do
begin
for kk := 1 to 8 do begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
write(EightBase,'Week : ',kk,' ,Shift8);
write(EightBase,' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(EightWeekBase, EightWkPat);
write(EightBase,EightWkPat,");
end;
writeln(EightBase);
end;
end;
Readln(EightWeekBase);
Readln(Shift8WBase);
writeln(EightBase,' ');
end;
end;
Close (EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
Close(EightBase);
end; (Procedure SaveEightSchedule )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ViewTwelveSchedule;
Type
Var
SPat = String[4];
TWB :Text;
TwelveWkPat :Char;
Shiftl2
jj,kk,11
:Char;
:integer;begin
Assign (TWB,'SCHD12WK.DAT');
Reset(TWB);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);
i:= 0;
While Not Eof(TWB) do
begin
for jj := 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln;
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
Schedule No. :',jj:6);
Day :
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'); MTWTFSS');
');
While Not Eoln(TWB) do
begin
for kk := 1 to 12 do begin
read(Shiftl2WBase,Shiftl2);
write(' Week :',kk:2,",Shift12);
write(' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(TWB, TwelveWkPat);
write(TwelveWkPat,");
end;
writeln;
end;
end;
Readln(TWB);
Readln(Shiftl2WBase);
writeln(' ');
i:= i + 1;
if i = 1 then
begin
i:= 0;
writeln;
writeln('Press any key to continue or <Esc> to cancel viewing...');
if ReadKey = #27 then Exit
else
ClrScr;
end;
end;
end;
Close (TWB);
Close(Shiftl2WBase);
end; (Procedure ViewTwelveSchedule )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure PrintTwelveSchedule;
Type
SPat = String[4];
VarTWB :Text;
TwelveWkPat :Char;
Shiftl2 :Char;
jj,kk,ll :integer;
begin
Assign(Printl2Schedule, 'LPT1');
Rewrite(Printl2Schedule);
Assign (TWB,'SCHD12WK.DAT');
Reset(TWB);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);
While Not Eof(TWB) do
begin
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln(Printl2Schedule);
writeln(Printl2Schedule,'
writeln(Printl2Schedule,'
writeln(Printl2Schedule,'
writeln(Printl2Schedule,'
Schedule No. :',jj:4);
Day :
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');
MTWTFSS');
');
While Not Eoln(TWB) do
begin
for kk := 1 to 12 do begin
read(Shiftl2WBase,Shift12);
write(Printl2Schedule,' Week :',kk:2,",Shift12);
write(Printl2Schedule,' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(TWB, TwelveWkPat);
write(Printl2Schedule,TwelveWkPat,");
end;
writeln(Printl2Schedule);
end;
end;
Readln(TWB);
Readln(Shiftl2WBase);
writeln(Printl2Schedule,' ');
end;
end;
Close (TWB);
Close(Shiftl2WBase);
Close(Printl2Schedule);
end; (Procedure PrintTwelveSchedule )
( *************************************************************************)
Procedure SaveTwelveSchedule;
Type
Var
SPat = String(4];
TWB :Text;151
TwelveWkPat :Char;
Shiftl2
jj,kk,11
begin
Char;
:integer;
Assign (TwelveBase, 'BASE12.DAT');
Rewrite (TwelveBase);
Assign (TWB,'SCHD12WK.DAT');
Reset(TWB);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);
While Not Eof(TWB) do
begin
for jj:= 1 to ScheduleNum do begin
writeln(TwelveBase);
writeln(TwelveBase,'Schedule No. :',jj:4);
writeln(TwelveBase,' ');
writeln(TwelveBase,'Day : MTWTFSS');
writeln(TwelveBase,' ');
While Not Eoln(TWB) do
begin
for kk := 1 to 12 do begin
read(Shiftl2WBase,Shift12);
write(TwelveBase,'Week :',kk:2,",Shift12);
write(TwelveBase,' ');
for 11 := 1 to 7 do begin
read(TWB, TwelveWkPat);
write(TwelveBase, TwelveWkPat,");
end;
writeln(TwelveBase);
end;
end;
Readln(TWB);
Readln(Shiftl2WBase);
writeln(TwelveBase,' ');
end;
end;
Close (TWB);
Close(Shiftl2WBase);
Close(TwelveBase);
end; (Procedure SaveTwelveSchedule )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ViewStaffList4Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shift4,
:Array(1..28] of Longint;
Pattern4 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to
begin
28do
CountD[m]:=0;
CountE[m]:=0;
CountN[m]:=0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(SchedOut);
Reset(ShiftBase3);
While Not Eof(SchedOut) and Not Eof(ShiftBase3) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(ShiftBase3) do
begin
read(ShiftBase3,Shift4);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(Schedout, Pattern4);
if (Shift4 = 'D') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'E') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'N') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readin (ShiftBase3);
readin (SchedOut);
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(ShiftBase3);
writeln(' STAFF LIST REPORT:
writeln('
writeln;
writeln('
writeln(' Day
Evening-Shift','
writeln('
');
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',' Day-Shift',
Night-Shift');
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
TotalN := 0;
k := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 28 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) then
write(' Monday ');end;
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) then
write(' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) then
write(' Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) then
write(' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) then
write(' Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) then
write(' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) then
write(' Sunday ');
writeln(', ',1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
k := k + 1;
if k = 17 then
begin
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue...');
readln;
end
',CountE[1]:8,
AveD := (TotalD / 28);
AveE := (TotalE / 28);
AveN := (TotalN / 28);
RatioD := (TotalD)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioE := (TotalE)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioN := (TotalN)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
writeln('
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');
writeln(' Total" ',TotalD:8,' ',TotalE:8,
',TotalN:8);
writeln(' Average ',' ',AveD:8:3,' ',AveE:8:3,
,AveN:8:3);
writeln(' Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,'
RatioE:8:3,' ',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(' Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,'
EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
writeln('
'),
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue...');
readln;
ClrScr;
end; (*********Procedure ViewStaffList4Week*******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure PrintStaffList4Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shift4,
Pattern4
:Array[1..28] of Longint;
Char;i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to 28 do
begin
CountD[m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Assign(PrintStaff4,'LPT1');
Rewrite(PrintStaff4);
Reset(SchedOut);
Reset(ShiftBase3);
While Not Eof(SchedOut) and Not Eof(ShiftBase3) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(ShiftBase3) do
begin
read(ShiftBase3,Shift4);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(Schedout, Pattern4);
if (Shift4 = 'D') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'E') and (Pattern4= '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'N') and (Pattern4= '1') then
CountN[i] CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (ShiftBase3);
readln (SchedOut);
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(ShiftBase3);
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
writeln(PrintStaff4);
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
STAFF LIST REPORT:
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');
');
Day :
Evening-Shift','
',' Day-Shift',
Night-Shift');
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
' ) ;TotalN := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 28 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Monday ');
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) then
write(PrintStaff4,' Sunday ');
end;
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
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',1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,
',CountE[1]:8,' ',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD:=TotalD+CountD[1];
TotalE:=TotalE+CountE[1];
TotalN:=TotalN+CountN[1];
AveD:=(TotalD/28);
AveE:=(TotalE/28);
AveN:=(TotalN/28);
RatioD:=(TotalD)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioE:=(TotalE)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioN:=(TotalN)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
writeln(PrintStaff4,' Total ',' ',TotalD:8,
',TotalE:8,' ',TotalN:8);
writeln(PrintStaff4,' Average',' ',AveD:8:3,
AveE:8:3,' ',AveN:8:3);
writeln(PrintStaff4,' Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,
',RatioE:8:3,' ',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(PrintStaff4,' Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,
',EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
writeln(PrintStaff4,'
;
end; (*********Procedure PrintStaffList4Week******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure StaffList4Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shift4,
:Array[1..281 of Longint;
Pattern4 :Char;
i,j,k,1 :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;156
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to
begin
28do
CountD[m]:=0;
CountE[m]:=0;
CountN[m]:=0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(SchedOut);
Reset(ShiftBase3);
While Not Eof(SchedOut) and Not Eof(ShiftBase3) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(ShiftBase3) do
begin
read(ShiftBase3,Shift4);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(Schedout, Pattern4);
if (Shift4 = 'D') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'E') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shift4 = 'N') and (Pattern4 = '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (ShiftBase3);
readln (SchedOut);
end;
Close(SchedOut);
Close(ShiftBase3);
Assign(StafList4,'STAF4.DAT');
Rewrite(StafList4);
writeln(StafList4,'
writeln(StafList4,'
writeln(StafList4);
writeln(StafList4,
STAFF LIST REPORT: ');');
'),
writeln(StafList4,' Day :
Evening-Shift','
writeln(StafList4,
',' Day-Shift',
Night-Shift');
')
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;TotalN := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 28 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) then
write(StafList4,'Monday ');
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) then
write(Staflist4,'Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1 =17) or (1 =24) then
write(StafList4,'Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) then
write(StafList4,'Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) then
write(Staflist4,'Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) then
write(StafList4,'Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1 =14) or (1=21) or (1=28) then
end;
write(StafList4,'Sunday ');
writeln (StafList4,
,1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,' ',CountE[1]:8,
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD:=TotalD+CountD[1];
TotalE:=TotalE+CountE[1];
TotalN:=TotalN+CountN[1];
AveD:=(TotalD/28);
AveE:=(TotalE/28);
AveN:=(TotalN/28);
RatioD (TotalD)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioE:=(TotalE)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioN:=(TotalN)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
writeln(StafList4,
' );
writeln(StafList4,
Total ',' ',TotalD:8,'
',TotalN:8);
writeln(StafList4,
Average','
',AveN:8:3);
writeln(StafList4,
Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,'
',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(StafList4,
Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,'
EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
writeln(StafList4,
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',TotalE:8,
',AveE:8:3,
',RatioE:8:3,
' )
Close(StafList4);
end; (*********Procedure StaffList4Week***********************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ViewStaffList8Week;
Var
CountD,CountE,
CountN
Shift 8,
:Array[1..56] of Longint;
Pattern8 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to 56 do
begin
CountD(m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift8WBase);
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shift8WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(Shift8WBase) do
begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(EightWeekBase, Pattern8);
if (Shift8 = 'D') and (Pattern8 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift8 = 'E') and (Pattern8 = '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] +1
else
if (Shift8 = 'N') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (Shift8WBase);
readln (EightWeekBase);
end;
Close(EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
writeln(' STAFF LIST REPORT: ');
writeln(' ');
writeln;
writeln('
' '),
writeln(' Day : ',' Day-Shift',
' ',' Evening-Shift',' ',' Night-Shift');
writeln('
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TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
TotalN := 0;
k := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 56 do
begin
if(1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15)
or (1=50) then
write(' Monday ');
or(1=22)or(1=29)or(1=36)or(1=43)
if(1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or
or (1=51) then
write(' Tuesday');
(1=23)or(1=30)or(1=37)or(1=44)
if(1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or
or (1=52) then
write(' Wednesday');
(1=24)or(1=31)or(1=38)or(1=45)
if(1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18)
or (1=53) then
write(' Thursday ');
or(1=25)or(1=32)or(1=39)or(1=46)
if(1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19)
or (1=54) then
write(' Friday ');
or(1=26)or(1=33)or(1=40)or(1=47)
if(1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20)
or (1=55) then
write(' Saturday ');
or(1=27)or(1=34)or(1=41)or(1=48)
if(1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21)
or (1=56) then
write(' Sunday ');
or(1=28)or(1=35)or(1=42)or(1=49)
end;
writeln (' ',1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
k := k + 1;
if k = 17 then
begin
k := 0;
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue...');
readln;
end
AveD := (TotalD / 56);
AveE := (TotalE / 56);
AveN := (TotalN / 56);
RatioD := (TotalD)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioE := (TotalE)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioN := (TotalN)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
',CountE[1]:8,
');
Total ','
',TotalN:8);
Average','
,AveN:8:3);
',TotalD:8,' ',TotalE:8,
',AveD:8:3,' ',AveE:8:3,
writeln(' Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,'
RatioE:8:3,' ',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(' Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,'
EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
writeln('writeln('Press <Enter> to continue .
readln;
ClrScr;
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'1;
end;{ * * * * * * ** *Procedure ViewStaffList8Week*******************************)
(*************************************************************************}
Procedure PrintStaffList8Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shift8,
:Array[1..56] of Longint;
Pattern8 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :inteaer;
begin
for m := 1 to 56 do
begin
CountD[m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Assign(PrintStaff8,'LPT1');
Rewrite(PrintStaff8);
Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift9WBase);
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shift8WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(Shift5WBase) do
begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(EightWeekBase, Pattern8);
if (Shift8 = 'D') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift8 = 'E') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] +1
else
if (Shift8 = 'N') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;161
readln (Shift8WBase);
readln (EightWeekBase);
end;
Close(EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
STAFF LIST REPORT: ;
');
writeln(PrintStaff8);
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
');
writeln(PrintStaff8,' Day :
Evening-Shift','
',' Day-Shift',
Night-Shift');
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
TotalD
TotalE
TotalN
for 1
begin
');
:= 0;
:= 0;
:= 0;
:= 1 to 56 do
if(1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) or (1=29)
or (1=50) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Monday ');
or(1=36)or(1=43)
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) or (1=30)
or (1=51) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Tuesday');
or(1=37)or(1=44)
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) or (1=31)
or (1=52) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Wednesday');
or(1=38)or(1=45)
if(1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) or (1=32)
or (1=53) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Thursday ');
or(1=39)or(1=46)
if(1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) or (1=33)
or (1=54) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Friday ');
or(1=40)or(1=47)
if(1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) or (1=34)
or (1=55) then
write(PrintStaff8,' Saturday ');
or(1=41)or(1=48)
if(1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) or (1=35)
or (1=56) then
or(1=42)or(1=49)
end;
write(PrintStaff8,' Sunday ');
writeln (PrintStaffB,' ',1:2,' ',Count10[11:8,'
CountE[1]:8,' ',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
AveD:=(TotalD/56);
AveE:=(TotalE/56);
AveN:=(TotalN/56);
RatioD:=(TotalD)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioE:=(TotalE)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioN:=(TotalN)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8,' Total ','
',TotalE:8,'
');
',TotalD:8,
',TotalN:8);writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8,'
writeln(PrintStaff8);
Average','
',AveE:8:3,'
Ratio Actual ','
',RatioE:8:3,'
Ratio Ideal ','
',EveRatio:8:3,'
') ;
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',AveD:8:3,
',AveN:8:3);
',RatioD:8:3,
',RatioN:8:3);
',DayRatio:8:3,
',NiteRatio:8:3);
end; (*********Procedure PrintStaffList8Week******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure StaffList8Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shift8,
:Array[1..56] of Longint;
Pattern8 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to 56 do
begin
CountD[m]:= 0;
CountE[m] := 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(EightWeekBase);
Reset(Shift8WBase);
While Not Eof(EightWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shift8WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(Shift8WBase) do
begin
read(Shift8WBase,Shift8);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(EightWeekBase, Pattern8);
if (Shift8 = 'D') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountE[i] := CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shift8 = 'E') and (Pattern8= '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shift8 = 'N') and (Pattern8= '1') thenCountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (Shift8WBase);
readln (EightweekBase);
end;
Close(EightWeekBase);
Close(Shift8WBase);
Assign(StafList8,'STAF8.DAT');
Rewrite(StafList8);
writeln(StafList8,'
writeln(StafList8,'
writeln;
writeln(StafList8,
STAFF LIST REPORT:
');
'),
writeln(StafList8,' Day : ',' Day-Shift',
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Evening-Shift',' Night-Shift');
writeln(StafList8,
'),
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
TotalN := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 56 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) or
or (1=50) then
write(StafList8,' Monday ');
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) or
or (1=51) then
write(Staflist8,' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) or
or (1=52) then
write(StafList8,' Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) or
or (1=53) then
write(StafList8,' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) or
or (1=54) then
write(Staflist8,' Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) or
or (1=55) then
write(StafList8,' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) or
or (1=56) then
write(StafList8,' Sunday ');
(1=29)
(1=30)
(1=31)
(1=32)
(1=33)
(1=34)
(1=35)
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
(1=36)
(1=37)
(1=38)
(1=39)
(1=40)
(1=41)
(1=42)
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
(1=43)
(1=44)
(1=45)
(1=46)
(1=47)
(1=48)
(1=49)
end;
writeln (StafList8,
',1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
AveD := (TotalD / 56);
',CountE[1]:8,AveE := (TotalE / 56);
AveN := (TotalN / 56);
RatioD:=(TotalD)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioE:=(TotalE)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
RatioN:=(TotalN)/(TotalD+TotalE+TotalN);
writeln(StafList8,
' ) ;
writeln(StafList8,
Total ','
',TotalN:B);
writeln(StafList8,
Average','
',AveN:8:3);
writeln(StafList8,
Ratio Actual ','
',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(StafList8,
Ratio Ideal ','
EveRatio:8:3,'
writeln(StafList8,
',TotalD:8,'
',AveD:8:3,'
',RatioD:8:3,'
',DayRatio:8:3,'
',NiteRatio:8:3);
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',TotalE:8,
',AveE:8:3,
',RatioE:8:3,
Close(StafList8);
end; (*********Procedure StaffList8Week***********************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ViewStaffListl2Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN :Array[1..84] of Longint;
Shift12,
Patternl2 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to 84 do
begin
CountD[m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(TwelveWeekBase);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);While Not Eof TwelveWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Nor Eoln(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
read(Shiftl2WBase,Shift12);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(TwelveWeekBase, Patternl2);
if (Shiftl2 = 'D') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountD[i] := CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'E') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountE(i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'N') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountN(i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (Shiftl2WBase);
readln (TwelveWeekBase);
end;
Close(TwelveWeekBase);
Close(Shiftl2WBase);
writeln(' STAFF LIST REPORT: ');
writeln(' ');
writeln;
writeln('
'),
writeln(' Day : ,' Day-Shift',
Evening-Shift',' Night-Shift');
writeln('
'),
TotalD:=
TotalE:=
TotalN:=
0;
0;
0;
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k := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 84 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) or (1=29) or (1=36) or (1=43)
or (1=50) or (1=57) or (1=64) or (1=71) or (1=78) then
write(' Monday ');
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) or (1=30) or (1=37) or (1=44)
or (1=51) or (1=58) or (1=65) or (1=72) or (1=79) then
write(' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) or (1=31) or (1=38)or (1=45)
or (1=52) or (1=59) or (1=66) or (1=73) or (1=80) then
write(' Wednesday');
if (1=4) cr (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) or (1=32) or (1=39)or (1=46)
or (1=53) or (1=60) or (1=67) or (1=74) or (1=81) then
write(' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) or (1=33) or (1=40)or (1=47)
or (1=54) or (1=61) or (1=68) or (1=75) or (1=82) then
write(' Friday ');
if (1=6) cr (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) or (1=34) or (1=41)or (1=48)
or (1=55) or (1=62) or (1=69) or (1=76) or (1=83) then
write(' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) or (1=35) or (1=42)or (1=49)
or (1=56) or (1=63) or (1=70) or (1=77) or (1=84) thenend;
write(' Sunday ');
writeln (' 1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
k := k + 1;
if k = 17 then
begin
k := 0;
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue...');
readln;
end;
AveD := (TotalD / 84);
AveE := (TotalE / 84);
AveN := (TotalN / 84);
RatioD := (TotalD)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioE := (TotalE)I(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioN := (TotalN)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
writeln('
writeln('
',CountE[1]:8,
'),
Total ','
',TotalN:8);
writeln(' Average','
',AveN:8:3);
writeln(' Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,'
RatioE:8:3, ',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(' Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,'
EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
',TotalD:B,' ',TotalE:B,
',AveD:8:3,' ',AveE:8:3,
writeln('
writeln;
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue...
readln;
ClrScr;
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);
end; (*********Procedure ViewStaffListl2Week******************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure PrintStaffListl2Week;
Var
CountD,
CountE,
CountN
Shiftl2,
:Array[1..84] of Longint;
Patternl2 :Char;
i,j,k,l :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin167
for m := 1 to 84 do
begin
CountD[m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(TwelveWeekBase);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);
While Not Eof(TwelveWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
read(Shift12WBase,Shift12);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(TwelveWeekBase, Patternl2);
if (Shiftl2 = 'D') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountD[i]:= CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'E') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountD[i):= CountD[i) + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'N') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j:= j+ 7;
end;
readln (Shiftl2WBase);
readln (TwelveWeekBase);
end;
Close(TwelveWeekBase);
Close(Shiftl2WBase);
Assign(PrintStaff12,'LPT1');
Rewrite(PrintStaffl2);
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12);
writeln(PrintStaff12,
STAFF LIST REPORT: ,);
');
');
writeln(PrintStaff12,' Day :
Evening-Shift','
writeln(PrintStaff12,
Day-Shift',
Night-Shift');
') ;
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
TotalN := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 84 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) or (1=29)or (1=36) or (1=43)
or (1=50) or (1=57) or (1=64) or (1=71) or (1=78) thenend;
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write(PrintStaffl2,' Monday ');
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) or (1=30) or (1=37) or (1=44)
or (1=51) or (1=58) or (1 =65) or (1=72) or (1=79) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) or (1=31) or (1=38) or (1=45)
or (1=52) or (1=59) or (1=66) or (1=73) or (1=80) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) or (1=32) or (1=39) or (1=46)
or (1=53) or (1=60) or (1=67) or (1=74) or (1=81) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) or (1=33) or (1=40) or (1=47)
or (1=54) or (1=61) or (1=68) or (1=75) or (1=82) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) or (1=34) or (1=41) or (1=48)
or (1=55) or (1=62) or (1=69) or (1=76) or (1=83) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) or (1=35) or (1 =42) or (1=49)
or (1=56) or (1=63) or (1=70) or (1=77) or (1=84) then
write(PrintStaffl2,' Sunday ');
writeln (PrintStaffl2,
',1:2, ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
AveD := (TotalD / 84);
AveE := (TotalE / 84);
AveN := (TotalN / 84);
RatioD := (TotalD)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioE := (TotalE)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioN := (TotalN)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
writeln(PrintStaff12,'
',CountE[1]:8,
Total"
',TotalE:8,'
Average','
',AveE:8:3,'
Ratio Actual ','
',RatioE:8:3,'
Ratio Ideal ','
',EveRatio:8:3,'
' ) ;
',TotalD:8,
',TotalN:8);
',AveN:8:3);
',RatioD:8:3,
',RatioN:8:3);
',DayRatio:8:3,
',NiteRatio:8:3);
Close(PrintStaffl2);
end; (*********Procedure PrintStaffListl2Week*****************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure StaffListl2Week;
Var
CountD,169
CountE,
CountN
Shift12,
:Array[1..84] of Longint;
Patternl2 :Char;
i,j,k,1 :integer;
TotalD, TotalE, TotalN :Longint;
AveD, AveE, AveN :real;
RatioD, RatioE, RatioN :real;
Procedure InitCount;
var
m :integer;
begin
for m := 1 to 84 do
begin
CountN[m]:= 0;
CountE[m]:= 0;
CountN[m]:= 0;
end;
end;
begin
InitCount;
Reset(TwelveWeekBase);
Reset(Shiftl2WBase);
While Not Eof(TwelveWeekBase) and Not Eof(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
j:= 1;
While Not Eoln(Shiftl2WBase) do
begin
read(Shiftl2WBase,Shift12);
for i:=j to j+ 6 do
begin
read(TwelveweekBase, Patternl2);
if (Shiftl2 = 'D') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountD(i] := CountD[i] + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'E') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountE[i]:= CountE[i] + 1
else
if (Shiftl2 = 'N') and (Patternl2 = '1') then
CountN[i]:= CountN[i] + 1;
end;
j = j+ 7;
end;
readln (Shiftl2WBase);
readln (TwelveweekBase);
end;
Close(TwelveWeekBase);
Close(Shift12WBase);
Assign(StafList12,'STAF12.DAT');
Rewrite(StafListl2);
writeln(StafListl2,'
writeln(StafListl2,'
writeln(StafListl2);
writeln(StafListl2,
STAFF LIST REPORT: ');');
'),
writeln(StafListl2,' Day : Day-Shift',170
','Evening-Shift',' ','Night-Shift');
writeln(StafListl2,
')
TotalD := 0;
TotalE := 0;
TotalN := 0;
for 1:= 1 to 84 do
begin
if (1=1) or (1=8) or (1=15) or (1=22) or (1=29) or (1=36) or (1=43)
or (1=50) or (1=57) or (1=64) or (1=71) or (1=78) then
write(StafListl2,' Monday
if (1=2) or (1=9) or (1=16) or (1=23) or (1=30) or (1=37) or (1=44)
or (1=51) or (1=58) or (1=65) or (1=72) or (1=79) then
write(Staflistl2,' Tuesday');
if (1=3) or (1=10) or (1=17) or (1=24) or (1=31) or (1=38) or (1=45)
or (1=52) or (1=59) or (1=66) or (1=73) or (1=80) then
write(StafListl2,' Wednesday');
if (1=4) or (1=11) or (1=18) or (1=25) or (1=32) or (1=39) or (1=46)
or (1=53) or (1=60) or (1=67) or (1=74) or (1=81) then
write(StafListl2,' Thursday ');
if (1=5) or (1=12) or (1=19) or (1=26) or (1=33) or (1=40) or (1=47)
or (1=54) or (1=61) or (1=68) or (1=75) or (1=82) then
write(Staflistl2,' Friday ');
if (1=6) or (1=13) or (1=20) or (1=27) or (1=34) or (1=41) or (1=48)
or (1=55) or (1=62) or (1=69) or (1=76) or (1=83) then
write(StafListl2,' Saturday ');
if (1=7) or (1=14) or (1=21) or (1=28) or (1=35) or (1=42) or (1=49)
or (1=56) or (1=63) or (1=70) or (1=77) or (1=84) then
write(StafListl2,' Sunday ');
end;
writeln (StafList12,
',1:2,' ',CountD[1]:8,'
',CountN[1]:8);
TotalD := TotalD + CountD[1];
TotalE := TotalE + CountE[1];
TotalN := TotalN + CountN[1];
AveD := (TotalD / 84);
AveE := (TotalE / 84);
AveN := (TotalN / 84);
RatioD := (TotalD)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioE := (TotalE)/(TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
RatioN := (TotalN) (TotalD + TotalE + TotalN);
writeln(StafListl2,'
',CountE[1]:8,
writeln(StafListl2,' Total
, ,
TotalE:8,'
writeln(StafListl2,' Average','
',TotalD:8,'
',TotalN:8);
',AveD:8:3,'
AveE:8:3,' ',AveN:8:3);
writeln(StafListl2,' Ratio Actual ',' ',RatioD:8:3,
',RatioE:8:3,' ',RatioN:8:3);
writeln(StafListl2,' Ratio Ideal ',' ',DayRatio:8:3,
',EveRatio:8:3,' ',NiteRatio:8:3);
writeln(StafListl2,'171
Close(StafListl2);
end; (*********Procedure StaffListl2Week**********************************)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure Length4;{ Generating Four-Week Schedules }
begin
ClrScr;
{ User can choose either to use default value for Penalty Cost or
{to customize them.
Writeln;
Writeln(' Default Values of Penalty Costs: ');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off := 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days :=30');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days :=40');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day on :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off:= 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:= 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Week End :=10');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' MAXIMUM PENALTY COST can be set equal to the highest ');
Writeln(' value of penalty cost. The higher the maximum penalty ');
Writeln(' cost the less strict the schedules. ');
Writeln;
Write(' Use default value for Penalty Costs? (Y/N): ');
Readln(DefaultValue);
if (DefaultValue = 'Y') or (DefaultValue = 'y') then
DefaultPCost
else
CustomizePCost;
{Then, user will be asked the maximum Penalty Cost that can be tolerated }
Writeln;
Write(' Enter maximum penalty cost:
Readln (MaxPCost);
');
{ User will be asked how many pattern s/he wants to generate
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of patterns to be generated: ');
Readln (NumOfPat);
{Num0fPat := 1000;)
CreatePattern;
CreateShiftBase;
ReorderShift;
repeat172
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of schedules to be selected',
'(Maximum = ',Num0fPat:4,'):');
Readln(ScheduleNum);
PickFourWeekPattern;
CreateShift;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Display schedules on the screen? (Y/N)
Readln (SeeSchedule);
If (SeeSchedule = 'Y') or (SeeSchedule = 'y') then
begin ClrScr; ScreenView; end;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Display Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(ViewReport);
If (ViewReport = 'Y') or (ViewReport = 'y') then
ViewStaffList4Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Save the schedules? (Y/N)
Readln (SaveSchedule);
');
If (SaveSchedule = 'Y') or (SaveSchedule = 'y') then
SaveTheSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Save Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(SaveReport);
' ) ;
If (SaveReport = 'Y') or (SaveReport = 'y') then
StaffList4Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Print the schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintSchedule4);
';
If (PrintSchedule4 = 'Y') or (PrintSchedule4 = 'y') then
PrintSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Print StaffListReport? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintReport4);
');
If (PrintReport4 = 'Y') or (PrintReport4 = 'y') then
PrintStaffList4Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Select another set of schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PickAgain);
until (PickAgain = 'N') or (PickAgain = 'n');
end; (Procedure Length4 )
(*******************************************W*****************************)
Procedure Length8;173
begin
ClrScr;
{ User can choose either to use default value for Penalty Cost or
{to customize them.
Writeln;
Writeln(' Default Values of Penalty Costs: ');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off :=5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days :=30');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days :=40');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day on :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off := 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:= 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Week End :=10');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' MAXIMUM PENALTY COST can be set equal to the highest ');
Writeln(' value of penalty cost. The higher the maximum penalty ');
Writeln(' cost the less strict the schedules. ');
Writeln;
Write(' Use default value for Penalty Costs? (Y/N):');
Readln(DefaultValue);
if (DefaultValue = 'Y') or (DefaultValue = 'y') then
DefaultPCost
else
CustomizePCost;
{Then, user will be asked the maximum Penalty Cost that can be tolerated }
Writeln;
Write(' Enter maximum penalty cost:
Readln (MaxPCost);
);
{User will be asked how many pattern s/he wants to generate
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of patterns to be generated: ');
Readln (Num0fPat);
CreatePattern;
CreateShiftBase;
ReorderShift;
repeat
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of schedules to be selected:
'(Maximum = ',Num0fPat:4,' ): ');
Readln(ScheduleNum);
PickFourWeekPattern;
CreateShift;
EightWeekPattern;
CreateSecondShift;Create8WeekShift;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Display schedules on the screen? (Y/N) ');
Readln (SeeSchedule);
If (SeeSchedule = 'Y') or (SeeSchedule = 'y') then
begin ClrScr; ViewEightSchedule; end;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Display Staff List Report on screen? (Y/N) ');
Readln (Display8Staff);
If (Display8Staff = 'Y') or (Display8Staff = 'y') then
ViewStaffList8Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Save the schedules ?(Y/N) ');
Readln (SaveSchedule);
If (SaveSchedule = 'Y') or (SaveSchedule = 'y') then
SaveEightSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Save Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(SaveReport);
' );
If (SaveReport = 'Y') or (SaveReport = 'y') then
StaffList8Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Print the schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintSchedule8);
' ) ;
If (PrintSchedule8 = 'Y') or (PrintSchedule8 = 'y') then
PrintEightSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Print Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintReport8);
If (PrintReport8 = 'Y') or (PrintReport8 = 'y') then
PrintStaffList8Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Select another set of schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PickAgain);
' );
174
until (PickAgain = 'N') or (PickAgain = 'n');
end; {Procedure Length8 )
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure Lengthl2;
begin
ClrScr;
{User can choose either to use default value for Penalty Cost or
{to customize them.175
Writeln;
Writeln(' Default Values of Penalty Costs: ');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 3 consecutive days off := 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having 4 consecutive days off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 6 consecutive days :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 7 consecutive days :=30');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working 8 consecutive days :=40');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day off :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for having single day on :=10');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Saturday, Sunday off 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Sunday, Saturday off:= 5');
Writeln(' Penalty Cost for working on Week End :=10');
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(' MAXIMUM PENALTY COST can be set equal to the highest ');
Writeln(' value of penalty cost. The higher the maximum penalty ');
Writeln(' cost the less strict the schedules. ');
Writeln;
Write(' Use default value for Penalty Costs? (Y/N):');
Readln(DefaultValue);
if (DefaultValue = 'Y') or (DefaultValue = 'y') then
DefaultPCost
else
CustomizePCost;
(Then, user will be asked the maximum Penalty Cost that can be tolerated )
Writeln;
Write(' Enter maximum penalty cost:
Readln (MaxPCost);
' );
( User will be asked how many pattern s/he wants to generate )
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of patterns to be generated: ');
Readln (Num0fPat);
CreatePattern;
CreateShiftBase;
ReorderShift;
repeat
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Enter number of schedules to be selected:
'(Maximum = ',Num0fPat:4,' ): ');
Readln(ScheduleNum);
PickFourWeekPattern;
EightWeekPattern;
TwelveWeekPattern;
CreateShift;
CreateSecondShift;
CreateThirdShift;
Create8WeekShift;
Createl2WeekShift;
ClrScr;Writeln;
Write(' Display schedules on the screen? (Y/N) ');
Readln (SeeSchedule);
If (SeeSchedule = 'Y') or (SeeSchedule = 'y') then
begin ClrScr; ViewTwelveSchedule; end;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Write(' Display Staff List Report on screen? (Y/N) ');
Readln (Displayl2Staff);
If (Displayl2Staff = 'Y') or (Displayl2Staff = 'y') then
ViewStaffListl2Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Save the schedules ?(Y/N) ');
Readln (SaveSchedule);
If (SaveSchedule = 'Y') or (SaveSchedule = 'y') then
SaveTwelveSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Save Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(SaveReport);
');
If (SaveReport = 'Y') or (SaveReport = 'y') then
StaffListl2Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Print the schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintSchedule12);
');
If (PrintSchedulel2 = 'Y') or (PrintSchedulel2 = 'y') then
PrintTwelveSchedule;
Writeln;
Write(' Print Staff List Report? (Y/N)
Readln(PrintReport12);
);
If (PrintReportl2 ='Y') or (PrintReport12 = 'y') then
PrintStaffListl2Week;
Writeln;
Write(' Select another set of schedules? (Y/N)
Readln(PickAgain);
');
176
until (PickAgain = 'N') or (PickAgain = 'n');
end; (Procedure Lengthl2
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure ThesisTitle;
VAR
GraphDriver, GraphMode :Integer;
xMax, yMax :Integer;
BEGIN
GraphDriver := Detect;
InitGraph( graphDriver, graphMode, ");177
SetBkColor(Blue);
SetColor( White );
SetLineStyle(SolidLn, 0, NormWidth);
xMax := GetMaxX; yMax := GetMaxY;
Rectangle(0,0, xMax, yMax );
Rectangle(3,3, (xMax-3),(yMax-3));
SetColor( Red );
SetFillStyle( SolidFill, Yellow );
SetTextStyle( SansSerifFont, HorizDir, 2);
MoveTo( 198, 50);
SetColor( LightRed );
OutText( 'Decision Support System');
MoveTo( 300, 80);
OutText( 'for');
MoveTo( 45, 125);
SetColor(White);
SetTextStyle( TriplexFont, HorizDir, 7);
OutText( 'Nurse Scheduling');
SetTextStyle( SansSerifFont, HorizDir, 2);
MoveTo( 250,210);
OutText( 'Developed by');
MoveTo( 198,235);
SetColor(Yellow);
SetTextStyle( GothicFont, HorizDir,4);
OutText( 'Darwin Sitompul');
SetTextStyle( SansSerifFont, HorizDir, 2);
MoveTo( 244,325);
OutText('Supervised by');
SetColor(White);
MoveTo( 206,350);
OutText('Sabah Randhawa, PhD');
SetColor(LightRed);
MoveTo(197,400);
OutText('Oregon State University');
REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;
CloseGraph
END;
begin
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** *Main Program * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * *)
ThesisTitle;
If (ReadKey = #13) or KeyPressed then
begin
TextBackground(1);
TextColor(14);
end
else
TextBackground(1);
TextColor(14);
ClrScr;178
writeln(' ');
writeln(' Welcome... ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' This program generates schedules for nurses ');
writeln(' in hospital using a heuristic method called ');
writeln(' 'Best-First Search Technique'. ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' The program provides three options for the length ');
writeln(' of schedule period and several options for ');
writeln(' the hospital shift policies, but you may define ');
writeln(' specific hospital shift policy to be used by ');
writeln(' the program. ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' The program will try to satisfy both nurses and ');
writeln(' hospital requirements by minimizing the penalty ');
writeln(' costs of the nurses" and hospital"s constraints. ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' You may select to either use the default penalty ');
writeln(' costs built in the program, or to assign your ');
writeln(' own penalty costs reflecting the specific work ');
writeln(' environment. ');
writeln(' ');
writeln('Press <Enter> to continue... ');
readln;
ClrScr;
writeln(' ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' You will first be asked to specify the number of ');
writeln(' patterns you want to generate. It is recommended ');
writeln(' that for flexibility you specify this number to be ');
writeln(' greater than the number of schedules required. ');
writeln;
writeln(' Once the program generates a set of patterns, ');
writeln(' it will provide you with several set of schedules ');
writeln(' from which you may select the number you need. ');
writeln(' ');
writeln(' You may view the schedules and the staff list ');
writeln(' report before you decide to pick and save schedules');
writeln(' or to discard the schedules and generate another ');
writeln(' set. ');
writeln;
writeln(' If you think that the patterns you have generated ');
writeln(' do not satisfy your needs, you may generate ');
writeln(' another pattern set. ');
writeln;
writeln(' Good Luck... ');
writeln;
writeln('Press any key to continue or <Esc> to terminate ... ');
if ReadKey = #27 then Exit
else
ClrScr;
(UserQuits := False;)
repeat
ClrScr;
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
');
;
');');');179
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
LENGTH OF SCHEDULE : ');
' );
');
writeln(' 1. Four-week. ');
writeln(' 2. Eight-week. ' );
writeln(' 3. Twelve-week. ');
writeln('
writeln('
4. Exit ');
');
write('
readln(LengthOfSchedule);
Select 1,2 or 3(4 for exit) : ');
(UserQuits := False;}
Case LengthOfSchedule of
1: Length4;
2: Length8;
3: Lengthl2;
4: Exit;
else
writeln('Error, try again!');
end;(of Case)
ClrScr;
writeln;
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln;
writeln;
writeln;
write('
If the patterns generated do not satisfy the
staff requirement, the program can generate
another patterns and schedules.
Generate another patterns? (Y/N)');
readln(UserAnswer);
until(UserAnswer = 'N') or (UserAnswer = 'n');
end.
');');
');